
port of its position, Plying Tiger states 
that by the time of the completion of the 
evidentiary hearing in the freight rate 
investigation, the Board’s staff and the 
carriers should be able to formulate 
their respective views on the necessary 
statistical information, to be followed by 
the Board’s institution of a rule making 
proceeding with final Board decision in 
such proceeding deferred for resolution 
either contemporaneously with, or sub
sequent to, Board decision in the air 
freight rate investigation.

We shall extend the part for an indef
inite period, as proposed. As the notice 
indicates, the Board is aware that the 
comprehensive “Domestic Air Freight 
Rate Investigation” may indicate the 
need for, and the nature of, further re
finements in reporting procedures and 
methods of allocation of cost between 
passenger and all-cargo services. At the 
conclusion of that evidentiary proceeding 
the Board intends to review the Part 242 
requirements to determine, in light of 
the data developed, and findings and con
clusions made therein, what revisions to 
Part 242 should be proposed. However, in 
order to allow ourselves greater flexibility 
in the timing of our issuance of proposed 
regulatory revisions to Part 242, to be 
based upon the outcome of the eviden
tiary proceeding, we believe that it is in 
the public interest to extend the part for 
an indefinite period, rather than to pro
vide now for a definite period, with the 
expiration date thereof to be fixed by 
the Board’s decision in the air freight 
rate investigation.

Since it is important that there be no 
hiatus in the term of the part, the Board 
finds that good cause exists for making 
this amendment effective on January 1, 
1973. Moreover, since the first reporting 
period under this amendment will cover 
the 12 months ending on June 30, 1973, 
and the filing of said report will not be 
due until August 15, 1973, the Board fur
ther finds that no person will be adversely 
affected by the Board’s failure to give 
30 days’ notice prior to the effective date 
of this amendment.

Therefore, in consideration of the fore
going, the Board hereby amends Part 242 
of its Economic Regulations (14 CFR 
Part 242), effective January 1, 1973, as 
set forth below:

Amend § 242.1 by deleting and reserv
ing paragraph (b) as follows:
§ 242.1 Applicability.

* * * * *
(b) [Reserved].

(Secs. 204(a) and 407 of the Federal Avia- 
tlon Act of 1958, as amended, 72 Stat.. 743, 
"66; 49 U.S.C. 1324, 1377)

By the Civil Aeronautics Board.
[seal] H arry J. Z in k ,

Secretary.
[FR Doc.73-165 Filed 1-3-73;8 :45 am]

RULES AND REGULATIONS
[Reg. ER-786, Amdt. 288-15; Dockets Nos.

23553, 23579]

PART 288— EXEMPTION OF AIR CAR
RIERS FOR MILITARY TRANSPOR
TATION

Exemption of Air Carriers
Adopted by the Civil Aeronautics 

Board at its office in Washington, P.C., 
on the 29th day of December 1972.

On May 31,1972, by notice of proposed 
rule making EDRr-205A/PSDR-32A (37 
FR 11344)! the Board proposed to amend 
Parts 288 and 399 of the Economic Reg
ulations (14 CFR Parts 288 and 399) by 
establishing new minimum rates appli
cable to certain foreign and overseas air 
transportation services performed by air 
carriers for the military on and after 
July 1, 1971. The notice also dealt with 
the request filed by several carriers in 
Docket No. 23579 for an increase in mini
mum rates for Categories A and Z trans
portation and with the proposal of DOD 
and various carriers to establish separate 
“Category Y” rates for the carriage of 
DOD passengers in scheduled service 
under blocked space arrangements. 
Written' data, views, and arguments, 
were filed in response to the notice by 
the Department of Defense (DOD), 18 
carriers,1 and Davis Agency, Inc. and 
thereafter DOD and 13 carriers2 filed 
reply comments. All comments and sup
porting materials before the Board have 
been carefully considered, and all con
tentions not otherwise disposed of herein 
are rejected. Final amendments to Part 
399 are being adopted concurrently 
herewith.

While the notice proposed increases in 
some rates and decreases in others, the 
rates proposed for a normal year were, 
overall, just slightly above the rates cur
rently in effect.3 In their comments, most

1 Airlift International, Inc.; American Air
lines, Inc.; Braniff Airways, Inc.; Eastern 
Air Lines, Inc.; The Flying Tiger Line, Inc.; 
Modern Air Transport, Inc.; Northwest Air
lines, Inc.; Saturn Airways, Inc.; Seaboard 
World Airlines, Inc.; Trans International Air
lines, Inc.; Overseas National Airways, Inc.; 
Pan American World Airways^ Inc.; Saturn 
Airways, Inc.; Seaboard World Airlines, Inc.; 
Trans International Airlines, Inc.; Trans 
World Airlines, Inc.; United Air Lines, Inc.; 
and World Airways, Inc., all filed individually. 
Braniff, Capitol, International Airways, Inc., 
Continental Air Lines, Inc., ONA, Saturn, TEA, 
and World filed a Joint comment (Braniff et 
a l.) , as did Airlift, Southern Air Transport, 
Inc., and World (Airlift et a l.) .

* American, Braniff, Flying Tiger, North
west, Pan American, Saturn, Seaboard, TWA, 
and World, individually, and Braniff et al.

8 For fiscal year 1972 the proposed rates 
were estimated to be slightly below the cur-
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carriers argued for considerably higher 
increases, contending among other things 
that inflation has severely affected major 
elements of cost since the base period and 
will continue to do so in the future. They 
variously argue that the passage of time 
has rendered the base priod data stale; 
that increases have been experienced in 
fuel expense, wages, services, and mate
rials; that the devaluation of the dollar 
has also resulted in increased expense; 
that the Board’s policy of rejecting an
ticipatory cost increases is unrealistic; 
that the rates should be modified to re
flect cost trends; that the Board should 
accept either the fiscal year 1972 cost 
projections of the carriers, as submitted, 
or their reported costs for that period; 
and that further rate increases should be 
made for fiscal 1973 and later years. A 
number of carriers also took issue with 
the proposed treatment of leased aircraft, 
the rate of return, the use of B-747 costs, 
aircraft utilization, and various technical 
factors affecting the rates or their ap
plication. Other major comments by sev
eral carriers concerned the rate relation
ships for categories of individually tick
eted or waybilled services and the effec
tive date and duration of the rates.

DOD provided an analysis of carrier 
costs which reflected the use of reported 
costs and operating statistics for the 
year ended March 31, 1972, for most 
carriers in some cost areas, but the anal
ysis also variously used the figures 
from the notice, costs modified for cur
rent utilizations and speeds, the figures 
MAC recommended in its preliminary 
rate study prior to the issuance of the 
notice, and certain other bases. DOD 
employed the MAC recommended figures 
where it believed the carriers’ increases 
in indirect costs allocated to MAC op
erations were excessive and out of line 
with industry averages, and hence not 
representative of an experienced MAC 
cost element. DOD also took issue with 
the rate of return used in the notice 
and with a number of technical factors 
and methods used to determine costs and 
payment. In addition, it raised questions 
concerning the rate relationships pro
posed and the effective date of the rates. 
The net effect of DOD’s positions would

rent rates in view of the Board’s proposal to 
hold the rates to the current level during the 
period August 16, 1971-November 13, 1971 
(the freeze period) in conformance with rul
ings and regulations of the Cost of Living 
Council and the Price Commission. However, 
as indicated in ER-747, June 30, 1972, the 
Cost of Living Council has changed its po
sition on disallowing price increass for serv
ices provided during the freeze period, and 
accordingly the rates we are establishing 
herein will be made applicable without 
change during the entire period of their ef
fectiveness, which will include the dates 
August 16, 1971, through November 13, 1971.
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746 RULES AND REGULATIONS

be to reduce most rates below the cur
rent rate levels.

The rates proposed in the notice were 
predicated cm carrier and DOD forecasts 
and submissions, screened and adjusted 
in the light of: (1) Cost data furnished 
by the carriers for the 12 months ended 
September 30, 1970 (the base period), 
(2) other reported data, and (3) those 
price or wage increases actually experi
enced subsequent to the base period or to 
be experienced during fiscal year 1972, 
as evidenced by existing contracts or 
sim ilar documentation. In accordance 
with established practice, the Board re
fused to recognize in its proposed rate 
any anticipatory cost increases or any 
price or wage increases which were not 
adequately supported. We will adhere to 
that policy in establishing the final mini
mum rates for MAC services. The sug
gestion that the problem of the proper 
ratemaking approach to general allega
tions concerning inflation can be solved 
in the instant proceeding simply by using 
a more current base period is not well 
taken. While a considerable period of 
time has elapsed since the base period 
used in the notice (in substantial part 
because the rule making proceeding was 
complicated by problems associated with 
the Economic Stabilization Program), 
there would be no warrant for shifting 
the base period, since that would require 
us to embark upon another full scale re
view and screening of the reported data 
for the new period. This could only lead 
to a further extension of the open rate 
period during which the amount of car
rier revenues for these services, as well as 
the level of MAC’S transportation costs, 
remain in doubt. Reported costs could 
not, of course, be blindly accepted, and 
DOD points out deficiencies in reporting 
or allocation problems which indicate 
that modification of reported figures 
would be necessary, but the several cost 
data sources used by DOD appear to have 
been rather selectively chosen and rea
sons supporting the choices and their 
applications for each carrier have not 
been explained in sufficient detail to 
justify differentiations made by DOD 
among carriers and aircraft types.

For final rate purposes the Board has 
reviewed the carrier comments, in the 
light of the DOD responses, and adjusted 
the costs computed in the notice where 
sufficient supporting detail was furnished 
concerning increases in salaries and 
wages and costs of fuel, materials and 
supplies which were actually paid during 
fiscal 1972 or which were covered by 
contracts applicable to that rate period: 
Provided, That such increases were not 
inconsistent with Price Stabilization 
guidelines. Adequate documentation was 
supplied by nine carriers,4and the adjust
ments to their costs are shown in the ap
pendixes hereto. Although other carriers 
made representations concerning the

* Certain of these carriers also provided 
data for fiscal 1973, but most of the informa
tion was so fragmentary as to be of little 
value, and the remainder was not substan
tial enough in amount to have any signifi
cant inipact on the rate level.

general effect of inflation or even partic
ular areas of expense increases which 
would affect their cost forecasts, none of 
these statements contained enough in
formation to afford a predicate for a 
change from the costs recognized in the 
notice. In particular, none of the car
riers furnished sufficient detail to sup
port an adjustment for the impact of 
devaluation of the dollar on expenses in
curred for MAC services.6

As stated above, we have continued to 
eliminate cost increases of an anticipa
tory nature, such as increases based on 
historical trends in wages or other ex
penses, and have allowed only those cost 
increases which have been definitely 
substantiated as applying to MAC serv
ice. In following this course we are quite 
aware that the economy has been pass
ing through a period of general inflation 
and that this undoubtedly has had an 
impact on airline costs. But we are also 
aware of our responsibility not to con
tribute to that inflation by recognizing 
undocumented expense increases or in
creases not reliably attributable to oper
ations for the DOD, and we are aware 
that recent and future operational im
provements and efficiencies are matters 
particularly within the knowledge of the 
carriers, which may reasonably be ex
pected to come forward more willingly 
with information about cost increases 
than about productivity measures and 
cost savings. Certainly management 
continues to work to extend the time 
between aircraft and engine overhaul 
steps, to devise improvements in loading 
and handling techniques, to use more 
modem equipment where efficiencies are 
to be gained thereby, and to take ad
vantage of the learning curve. The Board 
believes that this is reflected in the rela
tively stable costs of the MAC carriers 
since the base period.

Based on the Form 41 reports for the 
entities in which the carriers themselves 
reported MAC operations, half of the 
carriers show lower costs per available 
ton-mile for the year ended June 30, 
1972, than for the year ended Septem
ber 30, 1970, even after exclusion of the 
generally lower costs of wide-bodied jet 
aircraft and depreciation and amortiza
tion expenses. Further, after weighing 
the results by the MAC-fixed contract 
revenues, we find that the international 
MAC group as a whole showed a slight 
decrease in ATM expenses.® It is true 
that the Form 41 reports reflect com
mercial as well as MAC operations, but 
no convincing showing has been made 
that commercial services afforded a sub-

6 Only Seaboard provided figures purport
ing to reflect the impact of doUar devalua
tion on MAC costs, but the bases for these 
figures were not supplied and the apparent 
(albeit unstated) assumptions underlying 
their use are of doubtful validity.

«0.89 percent, after excluding Northwest 
and World, which showed an even greater 
decrease, but whose results were distorted by 
strikes.

stantially greater potential for cost sav
ings than MAC service.7 However, since 
the results of a mixture of operations 
are reported in the Form 41 and some 
cost movements may be attributable 
solely to commercial service, we have 
also compared the carriers’ figures for 
MAC operations alone as reported on 
their Forms 243. These figures show a 
modest increase of 2 percent between 
the base period and fiscal year 1972 in 
the cost per aircraft-mile flown,8 and 
here, too, some caution must be used in 
evaluating the data, for DOD has claimed 
and several carriers have admitted that 
the Form 243 reports suffer from various 
deficiencies. On a standard available ton- 
mile basis the reported increase is some
what greater (3.25 percent),* but this 
variance is due to changes to aircraft 
types with smaller standard ACL’s by 
some carriers, rather than to inflation.

The rates proposed in the notice re
flected some cost increases which had 
been incurred subsequent to the base pe
riod, and additional increases are incor
porated in the final rates. With these and 
other changes discussed below or in the 
appendices, the rates we are establishing 
herein will provide an increase of ap
proximately 2.66 percent in the yield 
from MAC services for fiscal year 1972.“ 
In our judgment, these rates make ade
quate provision for recent cost inflation.

7 Except in the shift to wide bodied equip
ment, but that equipment has been excluded 
from our cost comparisons. We reject the no
tion that revenue ton-mile costs should be 
compared rather than available ton-mile 
costs, since load factor declines in scheduled 
commercial operations would not require the 
conclusion that the costs of providing MAC
charters increased.

«After eliminating Northwest, World, and 
Eastern. The data for aU MAC international 
operations shows an increase of only .7 per
cent, but as indicated above the results of 
two carriers were affected by strikes, and 
Eastern’s increase of 87.6 percent is so far 
removed from the experience of the group as 
to signify either reporting distortions or 
other distorting influences unrelated to price
and wage inflation.

9 Again, after eliminating Northwest, 
World, and Eastern. For all MAC interna
tional carriers the increase was 2 percent.

10 See Appendix Q, which is filed as part o 
the original document.

The Davis Agency has requested a redu£" 
tion in Category A, B, and Z rates of some 
percent, based on a computation which as
sumes that (1) certain promotional faresiior 
individually-ticketed personal transports i 
of active duty servicemen and their depen 
ents are compensatory on a fully alloca 
cost basis; (2) MAC service is far less cosuj 
to provide than commercial service; and ^  
the ratio of Pan American’s forecast cos^ 
for MAC to the Davis Agency’s computation 
of that carrier’s commercial costs can be P 
plied to yields from the said promo 
fares to produce a MAC rate. On De • ’
1972, Davis Agency filed a complaint _  
Docket 25004 in which it stated, among otn 
things, that the same promotional fares 
uneconomic (complaint, page 5). w 
not make a determination of -the 
for nonofHcial individually-ticketed 
travel in this rule making proceeding, 
sufficient to point out that the rates 
here establishing are cost-based; t 
are minimum rates; and that, V?1f?e+i,pJ>are 
motional fares Davis is attacking, y 
computed on a fully allocated bas
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Effective date and duration of rate. 
DOD urges the Board to make the rates 
effective on or after the issuance of the 
final rule in this proceeding, rather than 
on July 1, 1971, as proposed in the no
tice, but states that it does not object to 
the rates being of indefinite duration. 
The carriers which have commented on 
these issues generally argue that (1) the 
new rates should be effective beginning 
July 1, 1971, (2) fiscal 1972 rates should 
be increased by from 2 to 10 percent for 
fiscal 1973, on a final or interim basis, 
and/or a new proceeding should be in
stituted for the latter year, and (3) ab
sent an escalation factor or other cut- 
through approach to increase subsequent 
rates, a rate review should be started 
for fiscal 1974.

DOD position is that retroactive ad
justments in minimum rates are un
desirable and contrary to Board policy 
because of their effect on DOD budgets 
and appropriations and on carrier reve
nues; that it cannot make logical choices 
among aircraft types or volume of com
mercial service without knowing in ad
vance the cost of the service; and that 
the MAC contracts call for performance 
at the minimum rates specified in Part 
288 as in effect when the service is pro
vided. With respect to retroactivity, the 
carriers argue that EDR-205/PSDR-32, 
which instituted this proceeding, gave all 
persons advance, notice that the rate 
would be subject to revision effective from 
the beginning of fiscal 1972; that the 
Board has made rate changes retroac
tive to the date of institution of proceed
ings in the past in cases involving MAC 
rates without causing undue hardship to 
BOD (and has made such changes in 
cases involving rates for the carriage of 
nrail); and that MAC contracts contain 
provision for amendment by change order 
to conform to the CAB minimum rate 
when established for fiscal year 1972. In 
support of higher rates or new rate re- 
iQ7oS.u0r following fiscal year
. ^e carriers point to cost increases 

smce the base period and continuing in
flationary trends, while MAC states that 
, ?.r® is no evidence that the carriers 
ulnu  .make substantial profits from 
niu busuless at current rates, which it 

were based on overstated costs, 
data, spates that the use of updated 

comments meets the prob- 
le* o f  stale data.
new !L?oar<? .has decided to establish 
Julv f^fn-^kieh wiH be effective from 
the forwa,rd; will remain at
thL S ?  i vel throughout the period of 
stated f ectiyeness; and will contain no
tinues i f S f ? 1̂ 151 date- While il con" 
to establish6 d?sirable as a general rule 
an infleviM rate® .on a prospective basis, 
d u d e o u r which would pre
tile date the nates effective from
proceeding ̂ ^tuLlon of the rule making 
aor a n t i  V eiUler squired by law 
fluid eir Pnate to meet the demands of 
— _cumstances." Our original notice
lem point out that the prob-
SUant to tariWoQiiracts beinS performed pur- 
•Juire exemnn S , carriers which do not re- 
Corisideration ° n *S not CUI>rently a material

in this matter made clear that the Board 
contemplated fixing new minimum rates 
to be in effect beginning with the start 
of fiscal year 1972 and the MAC con
tracts appear to have provided for 
amendments to accommodate retroactive 
changes, although in any event the con
tracts could not limit the Board’s au
thority to fix the level or the period of 
effectiveness of these rates. As the car
riers point out, retroactive Tate changes 
have been made as the result of MAC 
rate reviews on prior occasions, and these 
changes have been effectuated during 
the course of a fiscal year, despite the 
general desire to have rates remain in 
effect throughout the annual budget 
period. Balancing the effects on costs 
of recent changes in the economy and in 
MAC activity, on the one hand, against 
the undoubted benefits of stability and 
the inconveniences caused by rate 
changes, on the other, we conclude that 
we should adhere to- the effective date 
proposed in the notice.

By the same token, we find it advis
able to establish a single level of rates 
of indefinite duration. As set forth in our 
discussion of base period dates and cost 
increases, there is no basis, either in 
the Forms 41 or 243 or in the carriers’ 
comments, for establishing a different 
rate for fiscal year 1973 or other periods. 
We have explored the possibility of using 
ratio techniques, but wide variances 
among carriers preclude the use of such 
cut-through approaches. The data would 
not support the use of a cost trend or 
escalation factor even if the use of such 
speculative methods were acceptable, 
and we find no warrant for embarking 
immediately upon a new rate review. 
Available ton-mile costs n currently ap
pear to be decreasing for more carriers 
than not, even with B-747 costs ex
cluded, and inflationary pressures on the 
general economy give signs of easing. 
The final rates here established reflect 
all cost increases documented in carrier 
comments, afford relief from the time of 
inception of this rate proceeding, and 
provide a rate of return to cover risks 
for reasonably extensive future periods. 
Under all the circumstances we will not 
fix a termination date for these rates 
nor embark on a new rate review at this 
time.

12 Contrary to the suggestion of some car
riers, revenue ton-mile comparisons are not 
more appropriate, since, as previously indi
cated, MAC contract rates should not be 
burdened by load factor and scheduling 
problems of commercial operations. We also 
reject the notion that short-haul operations 
are somehow less costly than long-haul, or 
that changes in short-haul expenses must 
move in a different direction from changes 
in the cost of longer haul operations. 
Further, length of hop and haul for MAC 
operations has been increasing in recent 
years, and since it is a DOD policy to favor 
the newest and most efficient aircraft types 
for use in MAC service, the fleet mix con
tinues to be representative of the most eco
nomical aircraft in use.

C ategory B  M in im u m  R ates for L arge 
T urbojet A ircraft

The existing minimum rates for cate
gory B charters, those proposed in the 
notice, and the revised minimum fair 
and reasonable rates adopted herein for 
large turbojet aircraft are set forth be
low. The table also shows the percentage 
differences between the current rates and 
the rates adopted.

Cur
rent

Pro
posed

Adopt
ed

Percent
increase

(de
crease)
from

current

Passengers, cents per 
passenger mile: 

Round trip.......... 1.916 1.91 L 959 2.24
1-way................... 3.448 3.60 3.686 6.90

Cargo, cents per 
ton mile:

Round trip_____ 7.728 7.45 7.730 .03
1-way.__________ 15.379 14.62 14.903' (3.10)

Rates for unde-bodied aircraft. The 
notice proposed the same rates for pas
senger service with B-747 aircraft as, for 
other long-range jets. Forecasts had 
been received only from Braniff and Pan 
American, and the adjusted costs for 
these two carriers were included in the 
computation of the proposed rate per 
passenger-mile. In view of the relatively 
low passenger ACL for this aircraft, we 
also proposed that the request by DOD to 
use the lower compartment cargo ca
pacity at no extra charge be adopted.

Comments were submitted by several 
carriers contending that since the wide
bodied jets were not used during fiscal 
year 1972 and MAC has not contracted 
for any such buy for fiscal year 1973, 
the B-747 data should not be considered 
in establishing the rates in this proceed
ing. In addition, Flying Tiger suggests 
that in the event the Board should de
cide to include B-747 data in establish
ing the rates, then similar data from 
other MAC carriers operating B-747 air
craft should be included. On the other 
hand, World Airways submitted com
ments in which it supports the common 
rating of the B-747 with narrow-bodied 
jets and, since it anticipates delivery of 
convertible B-747’s during 1973, asks the 
Board to establish mixed rates for these 
aircraft. World opposes the proposal to 
allow MAC the free use of the lower 
compartment cargo capacity. Trans In
ternational urged the Board to establish 
minimum rates for the DC-10-30CF 
since it expects to take delivery of these 
convertible aircraft in April and June 
1973. The carrier also requests the Board 
to establish convertible rates for such 
aircraft at the same rates as established 
for regular turbojets. DOD recommends 
that until such time as representative 
cost data become available the Board 
set the rates for wide-bodied aircraft at 
the same level as for first generation 
jets, that a passenger ACL be established 
for DC-10 aircraft, and that it be given 
free use of the belly cargo space.

Upon consideration of the foregoing 
we can find no valid basis to support the 
establishment of rates for wide-bodied
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aircraft at this time. Since the wide
bodied aircraft have not been used, and, 
so far as can now be determined, are not 
expected to be used in MAC operations 
in the near future, no historical MAC 
cost data are available upon which to 
base a forecast, and no current need 
exists for these rates. Accordingly, we 
have eliminated the B-747 estimates 
from our costing used in determining the 
rates and will set no rates for wide
bodied aircraft in this proceeding.

Aircraft utilization. Three carriers, 
American, Saturn, and Trans Interna
tional,13 have requested that the Board 
adjust the aircraft utilization and costs 
projected in the notice to reflect the 
lower average daily aircraft utilization 
each claims to have experienced during 
fiscal year 1972. We have examined the 
carriers’ claims and have determined to 
adjust the projections for Saturn, but 
not for Trans International or American.

With minor variations, the hours of 
daily utilization reflected in EDR-205A 
for each aircraft type used by a carrier 
was the higher of the carrier’s forecast 
or its experience with that aircraft dur
ing the base year for its MAC system 
(that is, the regions or areas where it 
conducted MAC operations). However, 
in the case of Trans International’s 
B-727’s the carrier’s forecast was ad
justed to a utilization of 7 hours per day 
to reflect the minimum acceptable rea
sonable utilization for short-range jet 
aircraft in MAC service. Although TIA 
did not attain that level in fiscal year 
1972 we will adhere to the 7-hour figure 
so as to assure that the MAC rate will 
be based upon the costs of economical 
and efficient operations.

For American the 12.29 hours projected 
in the notice for its B-707-300C aircraft 
was based on that carrier’s submission of 
experienced utilization in MAC service 
during the base period. In its comments 
American requested that w'e substitute 
the 11.92 hours apparently reflected in 
its company records for MAC operations 
for fiscal 1972. However, beginning with 
data for January 1,1972, a separate util
ization figure for MAC service only has 
been reported in the Form 243. Based on 
that report we find that the carrier’s ex
perience for the last half of fiscal year 
1972 (the 6 months ended June 30,1972) 
was 12.11 hours, an improvement over 
the utilization for the entire year. In the* 
light of this experience and the very 
minor difference between the most cur
rent figure and our projection in EDR- 
205A, we shall adhere to the utilization 
used for American in the notice.

Saturn’s forecast of 9 hours per day 
for its DC-8-50 was accepted in the no
tice, but it now claims a utilization of 
7.6 hours based on its experience with 
that aircraft in all operations for the 
year ended March 31, 1972. DOD would 
accept this change in utilization and we 
agree.

■a TIA’s comment concerned the utilization 
used for its R-727 aircraft rather than Its 
long-range equipment, but we are dealing 
with this item at this point as a matter of 
convenience.

For its DC-8-6 lF ’s Saturn’s forecast of
9.3 hours was accepted in the notice. 
However, its experience for all operations 
for the year ended March 31, 1972, was
8.3 hours. Nevertheless, the carrier con
tends that the same 7.6 hour utilization 
should be used for this aircraft type as 
for the DC-8-50 since its effectiveness in 
obtaining commercial charters was re
sponsible for the 8.3 hour record. DOD 
would not accept the 7.6 for the DC-8-  
61’s, citing figures which show that Sat
urn’s utilization in MAC service is supe
rior to its commercial service record. In
stead, DOD believes that 8.3 hours is the 
most representative figure available for 
the DC-8-6 l ’s. We agree and have ad
justed Saturn’s cost accordingly.

Depreciation adjustments. In the no
tice the Board requested the views of the 
parties concerning the appropriate basis 
for computing flight equipment deprecia
tion when a change in useful lives or re
sidual values is made in MAC rate re
views. Only DOD responded and it fa
vored retention of the entire service life 
basis, although it gave no explanation 
for its taking that position. Northwest 
suggests that as a matter of equity the 
method for adjusting flight equipment 
investment should be revised to parallel 
the basis used for adjusting depreciation, 
but it is at least as equitable to change the 
method of adjusting depreciation as to 
inflate investment by amounts already 
charged as depreciation. Adherence to 
the current bases used for depreciation 
and investment appears to offer a rea
sonable accommodation of the various 
Interests at this time.

Rate of return. As in the case of the 
rates established for domestic MAC op
erations in ER-733, May 11, 1972, the 
Board proposed to maintain the 1.5 per
centage point difference between the 
rates of return used for commercial rate 
and MAC purposes, and therefore to use 
a 10.5 percent return in this proceeding. 
In our notice we stated that our reasons 
for using the 10.5 percent figure were the 
same as those set forth in ERr-733, where 
the Board canvassed the arguments ad
duced by MAC, in contending for a lower 
return of 9 percent, and by the carriers, 
in contending for a higher return of 12 
percent. Yet the comments of the parties 
opposing the rate of return proposed in 
the notice11 are basically the same as 
those we disposed of in the Logair and 
Quicktrans proceeding. The Board ad
heres to the 10.5 percent proposed.

There are, however, a few points on 
which further clarification or comment 
may be helpful. DOD points out that 
rather than its confusing the oppor
tunity to make a fair return with the 
achievement of the return, this distinc
tion has been the essence of its position, 
and again argues that since the domestic 
carriers may fail to achieve 12 percent 
on commercial operations we should not 
use our evaluation of trunkline capital 
costs in the domestic passenger fare in-

14 The seven carriers which, filed a Joint 
comment, on long-range rates supported the 
Board’s rate of return standard.

vestigation15 as a guide to the establish
ment of a return for MAC operations. 
But, however stated, DOD apparently 
misconceives the purpose and operation 
of rate of return guidelines and would 
have us use an unacceptable approach to 
this area of ratemaking. The profit ele
ments used in establishing rates are not 
intended to guarantee that the return 
utilized will in fact be realized, but to 
afford efficient carriers an opportunity 
to earn that return which the financial 
market-place requires over a reasonable 
time-span if it is to furnish the invest
ment needed for operations. This return 
is based to a large degree on relative 
risks. Reported profits, while an element 
in the evaluation of future prospects, 
are not determinative by themselves of 
the investors’ requirements and, despite 
DOD’s arguments, do not constitute a 
ceiling on the capital costs of investment 
devoted to MAC.

Some carriers have urged that our 
treatment of leased aircraft requires a 
higher rate of return since the MAC 
investment base proposed does not in
clude a constructed value for such equip
ment and the use of leased equipment 
has grown. However, as explained in the 
following section, the policy with respect 
to this item is the same as that used in 
the Fare case, a cost of capital approach 
has been followed, and the impact of 
high ratios of leased to owned aircraft
is appropriately reflected in the recog
nized capital costs. It is also argued that 
international risks are higher than do
mestic risks, but it has not been demon
strated that there is any significant im
pact on risks or capital costs due to 
differences in foreign and overseas op
erations for MAC and domestic opera
tions for MAC. We do not find persuasive 
arguments that long-haul international 
operations involve more economic risfc 
than short haul domestic flights, sinee 
the operating costs of both are covered 
in their respective rates and the same 
1.5 percentage points spread has been 
used historically for establishing rates 
for both domestic and foreign MAt 
service. On the other hand, United has 
urged that the investor places his money 
in airline securities, rather than in op
erations for MAC, or commercial pas
sengers, etc., and indicates that a ni&h 
return is needed to attract capital. Wh 
the concept of the investor’s 
interest being the carrier’s total return 
is certainly valid, there are differeii 
in risk between individually 
scheduled service for the general p u .  
and chartered service under cont. h 
with the DOD. Those features whic 
reduce the risk for MAC delude tne 
fixed minimum gross volume of burn 
for an entire year, the minimum 
which generally remains in effect or 
least a year, and the guaranteed rm 
mum volumes for each flight, in 
that different users pay their prop 
tionate share of costs, an allocation 
/»net. riifFArent.ifl.is should be made ev

ib order 71-4-58, Apr. 9, 1971.
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though the investor is looking to a com
posite of costs and risks stemming from 
different airline activities. In our view 
the increase in MAC risks attributed to 
the increasing uncertainty of volume of 
MAC operations and the costs flowing 
from related operational changes' and 
the like are adequately covered by our 
increase in the return element to 10.5 
percent.

Leased aircraft. A number of carriers 
have complained about our proposal to 
recognize actual and reasonable rental 
expenses (plus a profit element in special 
circumstances) in lieu of the construc
tive ownership approach used in prior 
international MAC rate reviews. They 
argue that the proposed policy would de
prive them of an opportunity to make a 
profit on leased aircraft, is an un
warranted extension of a rule designed 
for commercial rate purposes, and fails 
to reflect the risk of foreign operations. 
Some carriers also contend that the 
policy has not been applied properly, in 
that an incorrect method was used for 
determining if unusual« circumstances 
warranted a special profit element and 
that the profit element applied was too 
low.

The carriers basing their argument for 
retention of the constructive ownership 
approach because of the profits afforded 
on that basis apparently refuse to recog
nize in this connection that the purpose 
of including a profit element in the 
computation of all rates for air transpor
tation, including MAC rates, is to pro
vide for the cost of capital devoted to the 
service. Our adoption of § 399.43 of the 
Board’s statements of general policy was 
based on a determination that recog- 
Bizing actual rental expenses was the 
appropriate treatment of leased aircraft 
for ratemaking purposes because, among 
other things, this approach was in ac
cordance with the facts, while the con
structive ownership approach did not re
flect the carriers’ true revenue require
ments. The cost of capital is the return 
n investment necessary to attract that 
apital, and leased aircraft are simply 
°t a part of carrier capital investment.

®°.arc* recognized that leasing does 
„ ? v® fkks, but these risks affect the 
.. i if tlle carriers’ actual investment, 
hnwj 6 ratepayers’ costs should not be 
t aene£ by a profit element for phan- 

Capi.^  which is not truly an asset of 
carriers-18 We determined that these 

estnhmu ^fleeted in the rate of return 
faro / Ŝ e<l. *n ^he domestic passenger 
that mXest.igation,17 and to the extent 
DmnoJlgIU®can^y greater than normal 

of leasing involves an addi- 
r S * \ n o t  reflected in that rate of 
carrion • caPhal which is a part of 

investment, we provided for a

Mzeri .re.ntal payments, which are recog 
goes to n»V1*^Sly ladude an element whic 
since ho ^ tiie expenses of the lesso
cover hia1|lUSt attract the necessary funds t 
ther retf,inVeStme]at COBts- To provide a fuj 
would Ko J1 this investment to the less« 

1TOrdo»^ duplicate this expense, order 71-4-58# Apr. 9,1971.

profit element 6 percentage points lower 
than the standard rate of return. Thus, 
the policy covers all of the costs related 
to aircraft leasing. Our review of this 
problem, although part of the fare case, 
was based on principles generally appli
cable to all ratemaking, and the policy is 
intended for across-the-board applica
tion. We have already applied the policy 
in setting rates for domestic Logair and 
Quicktrans service, and no convincing 
arguments have been adduced which 
would persuade us to use a different rule 
for MAC international rates.

Since we have used as a starting point 
for MAC rate of return purposes the rate 
of return established in the Fare case, 
the use of the ratio of leased to owned 
aircraft values of the carriers in that 
case provides an appropriate benchmark 
for determining whether the ratio is so 
significantly exceeded by any MAC car
rier as to entail an additional risk. In 
making that determination we look to 
the carrier’s entire fleet of thè aircraft 
types it devotes to MAC, rather than 
compute a ratio for each aircraft type or 
look to the particular individual aircraft 
employed. The average ratio of all of the 
aircraft in the ratemaking unit (the air
craft of all domestic air carriers) is used 
as the standard, and the ratio used for 
the individual MAC carriers in assessing 
the special risk, if any, should be simi
larly computed. In order to determine 
the special risk element the proportions 
of leased aircraft values of one type 
obviously must be balanced out against 
the proportions of leased aircraft values 
of other types devoted to MAC, and in 
establishing MAC rates the Board will 
not permit a carrier to pick and choose 
among its aircraft and allocate its most 
costly equipment to MAC. Finally, when 
§ 399.43 called for the use of “ the stand
ard rate of return, less 6 percentage 
points,” it meant just that: the operation 
of leased aircraft in a significantly 
higher ratio than the norm was judged 
to affect the capital costs of a ratemak
ing unit by the standard return for that 
unit less 6 percentage points.“  Although 
the relative risk figure is clearly a broad 
judgment, we deem it applicable with
out regard to where the aircraft are 
flown, and there is no sound reason to 
adopt a different basis for MAC purposes.

Mileage absorption factor. Both DOD 
and the carriers have challenged the ad
justments proposed in the notice to rec
ognize differences between the mileages 
used to calculate costs and the standard 
mileages used by MAC for payment pur-' 
poses. DOD questioned the need for mak-

18 Contrary to the arguments of some car
riers, we did not divide the rate of return 
used in the Fare case by two nor fix on 6 
percent as the measure of the extraordinary 
risk. Instead, we subtracted 6 percentage 
points— approximately the pure interest 
rate— from the “standard return,” which we 
envisioned would vary in different ratemak
ing frameworks. The pure cost for the use of 
money (the 6 percentage points) was de
ducted from the standard return because no 
capital requirements (and hence no pure 
money costs) are involved in leasing.

ing any adjustment. It claims that the 
historical costs include the higher costs 
resulting from shorter stage lengths 
flown where operationally required,19 and 
therefore the adjustment would require 
a double payment for the same costs. 
DOD also argues that the costs of flying 
all miles—including ferry mileage, posi
tioning mileage, and mileage due to 
longer than pay-mile routings—are di
vided by revenue miles, only, to deter
mine costs, and hence any adjustment 
would reimburse carriers a second time 
for nonrevenue mile costs. Finally, DOD 
presents a comparison of MAC revenue 
aircraft miles flown and MAC pay miles, 
based on Form 243 data for calendar 
1971, indicating a deviation factor of 
only 0.17 percent on an overall average 
basis, and notes that the use of even that 
figure should await clarification of re
porting discrepancies.

The several carriers commenting on 
this item urge, variously, that some car
riers fly routings longer than those pre
scribed for payment purposes because of 
cost savings, already part of the unit 
cost submissions, which are achieved by 
avoiding bad weather areas or high cost 
locations or by using on-line locations; 
that ferry and positioning miles are not 
included in the calculations, although 
they should be so as to permit the re- 
.covery of costs associated with non
revenue operations necessary for MAC 
service; that errors in calculation in the 
notice resulted in an understatement of 
the absorption factor; and that the re
porting discrepancies in the Forms 243 
leave the Board’s analysis and the factors 
proposed in the notice as the best compu
tations available.

The Board has decided to continue 
to apply a factor for mileage absorption, 
based on the techniques historically used 
for MAC rate reviews. DOD and the car
riers have made conflicting claims con
cerning the unit costs for mileage flown 
on routings longer than pay-miles rout
ings, but no data supporting either of 
these allegations have been filed in this 
proceeding. We note, however, that in 
connection with a prior rate review, ma
terial was filed, tending to show that the 
costs per mile on the longer mid-Pacific 
routings were lower than on the north- 
Pacific flights and the total costs were 
about the same.20 No conclusion can be 
drawn from the current record that 
the historical unit costs used in the no
tice were increased because of the longer 
routings flown. Further, in determining 
unit costs, all MAC costs and all MAC 
mileages are included in the computa
tion,21 and hence there is neither a dou-

18 That is, where routes are flown encom
passing: (1) Longer distances than the pay 
miles and hence (2) shorter stage lengths, 
because of equipment limitations.

20 EDR-133, February 20,1968, page 9.
21 Except the first 50 miles of ferry flights. 

See § 288.9(c). MAC does not pay directly 
for the first 50 miles of ferry flights, but this 
mileage (though not its cost) is excluded in 
the carriers’ submissions for rate reviews and 
thus the rates cover the cost of these miles.
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ble reimbursement nor a shortfall in 
cost coverage. However, a mileage ab
sorption or circuity factor is needed be
cause of the differences between routings 
flown and the standard routings re
flected in MAC pay mileages.

As a theoretical matter, the method 
used by DOD to derive an absorption 
factor is not unreasonable, albeit it fails 
to differentiate among services. But the 
DOD’s results cannot be accepted, be
cause of the lack of reliability in the re
ported Form 243 figures used in the com
putation. For example, while we can en
vision some circumstances where pay 
miles might exceed miles flown, in the 
reports for a number of carriers the MAC 
pay miles exceed the revenue miles flown 
by a* very substantial margin. Further, 
the DOD and the carriers have pointed 
out other problems which impair our 
confidence in the figures. For this reason 
we will follow the technique of compar
ing: (1) The miles flown over the pre
dominant routings used with (2) the 
miles over the standard routings used 
for payment purposes, as in the notice. 
These miles-flown figures represent the 
typical distances operated, according to 
the carrier submissions, and DOD has 
made no showing to the contrary, ex
cept by reference to the discredited fig
ures from the Forms 243.

After correcting certain obvious errors 
discovered in the figures used for the 
notice we have recalculated the absorp
tion factors, weighting the data by the 
fiscal year 1972 award points to account 
for volume differences. As shown in Ap
pendix E, the absorption factors adopted 
by the Board are 1.7 percent and 1.6 per
cent for regular jets and stretched jets, 
respectively, in passenger service, and 
4.9 percent and 2.3 percent for regular 
jets and stretched jets in cargo service. 
Appendix G shows the adjustments in 
the rates based on those factors.

Other cost adjustments— (1) Cargo 
costs. In the notice the Board included 
cost data for the American and TWA 
Boeing 707’s in its computation of cargo 
costs, and several carriers have objected. 
Flying Tiger and Seaboard state that 
American submitted no cargo cost com
putations and argue that if a constructed 
forecast is used for that low cost carrier, 
cargo cost forecasts should be construc
ted for Airlift’s DC-8—55 and B-707-320 
aircraft, United’s DC-8—55F’s and Sea
board’s DC—8—55F’s. Seaboard also states 
that historically the difference between 
payments for cargo and passenger opera
tions has been the element of passenger 
service expense and related adjustments 
(the basis employed in the notice), but 
that this is an imprecise approach since 
some costs in cargo service are greater 
than similar costs in passenger opera
tions. Pan American complains that 
American’s cargo costs are the lowest of 
any shown rather than being in line with 
other carriers offering similar aircraft, 
and that use of the constructed cost is 
not fair since the Board first adjusted the 
cost of passenger operations prior to 
use of the figures. TWA states that the 
reason it did not submit a forecast for

cargo aircraft is that its cargo operations 
were very limited during the base period, 
but that a comparison for calendar year 
1971 shows higher direct operating costs 
for cargo-configured aircraft than for 
passenger operations.

The carriers’ objections are not well 
taken. We constructed cargo costs for 
American and TWA for the B-707’s since 
both of those carriers were in fact partic
ipating in MAC cargo operations with 
those aircraft and both had submitted 
historical data and forecasts of costs 
for B-707 passenger operations, thus 
providing a cost base for projecting cargo 
costs. Contrary to Flying Tiger’s asser
tions, none of the other carriers it men
tioned submitted passenger costs for the 
aircraft types it cited, and thus similar 
costs bases were not available. The 
method of deriving cargo costs from 
data for passenger operations has long 
been used not only by the Board but by 
many carriers in MAC rate reviews. Thus 
there is merit in DOD’s observation that 
if Seaboard is correct in its allegation 
that direct costs are higher for cargo 
operations than for passenger service, 
then passenger rates are inflated since 
they reflect historical costs of cargo 
operations which carriers have not cor
rectly segregated. DOD goes on to note 
that for American’s B-707-300’s, the air
craft here involved, the direct costs in 
cargo service are less than those for pas
senger service, and that TWA had in
formed MAC in 1971, in connection with 
the instant rate review, that the costs 
levels for the B-707-300B passenger air
craft fairly represent cost levels of the 
B-707-331C and B-707-373C cargo air
craft. We would not draw any firm con
clusion from either the unscreened 
American figures presented by DOD or 
the unscreened TWA data as adjusted 
by that carrier in its comments, other 
than to note that the relationship be
tween direct costs for an aircraft type in 
cargo and in passenger service is by no 
means established by the limited data 
presented. In spite of Pan American’s 
protestations we believe it imperative to 
screen historical and forecast costs be
fore projecting them for MAC rate pur
poses. The method of projecting costs 
used in the notice is not unreasonable 
and the ton-mile costs so projected (6.69 
cents for American and 6.79 cents for 
TWA) are not out of line with the costs 
for standard jets of other carriersUrang- 
ing from 6.76 cents to 9.49 cents).

(2) Retroactive cost changes. TWA has 
requested that we permit a retroactive 
adjustment for rate-making purposes to 
its flight equipment maintenance ex
pense reported in its Form 41 reports for 
the year ended September 30, 1970, the 
base period used in the MAC rate review. 
The adjustment concerns a disparity, 
revealed in a 1972 audit, in the allocation 
of maintenance burden among operating 
entities reflected in TWA’s reported re
sults for the years 1968-71. A restatement 
of the carrier’s figures based on an allo
cation formula adopted by TWA begin
ning January 1, 1972, would increase its 
MAC cost projections substantially. As 
we have determined in other instances

involving attempts by TWA retroactively 
to change reported base year expenses, 
premised on after-the-fact judgments 
by the carrier, this restatement would 
not be warranted.2®

(3) Rounding. TWA and Pan American 
have requested that the rates be ex
pressed by using three digits to the right 
of the decimal place, rather than pound
ing to two digits as in the notice. In rate 
reviews prior to ER-699, establishing the 
current rate, we rounded to the nearest 
hundredth of a cent (two digits), but 
since%tlie volumes of MAC services and 
the sums involved are so large and the 
additional computations call for but 
slight effort where only one user of the 
service is involved, it appeared reasonable 
to express the rates in thousandths of a 
cent (three digits) in ER-669. We are 
modifying the procedure used in the no
tice and reverting to the practice estab
lished in ER-669.

Commercial Backhaul Factor. One-way 
minimum rates are based upon the round 
trip rates, adjusted to reflect (1) the cost 
savings involved in return empty back
hauls and (2) a reduction for backhaul 
mileage flown in commercial revenue op
erations. To develop a commercial back
haul factor the Board subtracted the 
return empty backhaul miles from the 
one-way mileage and divided by the total 
revenue aircraft miles. The factors pro
posed, 2.8 percent both for passenger 
trips and cargo trips, were applied to the 
one-way adjusted costs. The notice 
pointed out that to some extent the com
mercial backhaul miles computed on this 
basis reflected variances between out
bound and inbound routings and perhaps 
problems in classification and reporting. 
However, the data did not permit a more 
direct derivation of the factor since the 
Form 243 reports did not contain the 
commercial backhaul mileage figure.

DOD complained that deficiencies in 
reporting made the mileage figures sus
pect, that the procedure employed fre
quently resulted in a negative derive 
factor for particular carriers, and tnai 
the percentages should be determined y 
dividing by the live one-way miles ratner 
than the total revenue miles. It also ar
gued that total backhaul miles should not 
exceed live one-way miles. After einm 
nating the figures for certain carriers 
cause of asserted reporting d i s c r e p ,  
and removing the negative bac 
miles of other carriers, DODdemed com
mercial backhaul factora of ¡or
for passengers and 27.11 perc 
cargo.

Several carriers admit that b a c » l
mileage reporting is deficient in van 
respects, but recommend using i np moSt 
tors developed by the Board as ^  
reliable available. They also argu

Nonpriority mail ra ês\. • xrans- 
î 20, mimeo page *8 (April 1 9 7 0 )^  ^  
ntic Pinal Mail Bate Ca , COsts
ff. (1954). The réallocation^ ™ tions 
n domestic to international opC g ^
ild be particularly ^ aPPr°P?%rmed part 
m 41 expenses for that year estic
he data base relied upon in the ^  
senger Pare Investigation.
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the low yields of the commercial back
hauls represent an offsetting factor. 
Braniff et al. state that .the backhaul 
factor should not be a percentage of one
way miles, but total revenue miles, since 
the factor is applied to costs based on 
total revenue miles flown. Northwest 
argues that no commercial backhaul 
computation should be made since MAC 
can convert one-way trips to round trips 
on 24-hour notice and the effect of this 
option is to preclude contracts with com
mençai parties.

The Board agrees that the indirect 
dervation of the commercial backhaul 
factor suffered from a number of de
ficiencies. As the result of a change in the 
Form 243 effective January 1, 1972, we 
now have available, on a reported basis, 
commercial backhaul miles for the 6 
months ended June 30,1972. As shown in 
Appendix I,23 we have used that data 
and computed commercial backhaul fac
tors of 3.13 percent of the one-way pas
senger miles and 6.26 percent of the 
one-way cargo miles. DOD is correct in 
relating the backhaul mileage to the one- • 
way mileage, since this commercial mile
age is related to the one-way service for 
MAC and is applied to adjusted one-way 
costs. Although it is asserted by the car
riers that lower promotional yields should 
be considered, no supporting data were 
supplied, and in any event, circuitous 
mileage associated with such service has 
been recognized. Such circuity may ac
count for some cases where the live MAC 
mileage is exceeded by backhaul miles. 
Finally, we note that the 24-hour option 
adverted to by Northwest is not actually 
exercised with such frequency as to pre
clude, in fact, commercial use of back
haul flights. The factors set forth above
appear to be reasonably representative of 
commercial backhaul mileage associated 
with MAC operations.

Convertible and Mixed Minimum 
Rates. The convertible and mixed rates 
proposed in the notice were computed 
hi the same manner as in previous rate 
reviews. However, in DOD’s initial com- 
®®̂ ts we were advised that in April 
1972 MAC had carried out a test program 
lor the purpose of accumulating actual 
cost data as well as for testing the oper
ational characteristics of the convertible 
aircraft. Cost data were submitted for 11 
mi? conversions with partial data for a 

tn conversion, and based upon a sum- 
mary c o ^ d  from the unadjusted car- 

« j 8’’ I-*® proposes the adoption of 
trin I- payment for each convertible 
rei?« conversion payment is not
paso • trip as is the
ty-vta current convertible rates,
rp *?, . i e ves that this procedure will 
rato o ln .a more equitable convertible 
prmtn i ^ ca^ ’ DOD proposes that the 

+ 0̂ compensation he made in ad- 
DassIlto *ive round trip Category B
the n!?ger ra ê f°r the passenger leg and 
(aftoJ6 trip Category B cargo rate
to tvi adjustment for ACL reduction due 

e ferrying of passenger equipment)

Filed as part of the original document.

for the cargo leg. DOD’s proposed con
version charges are as follows: Stand
ard jets—$8,200; S t r e t c h e d  jets— 
$10,500; B-727—$5,200. DOD also pro
poses Revised convertible cargo ACL’s of 
31.7 tons for standard jets, 39 tons for 
stretched jets, and 15 tons for B-727 
aircraft.

Comments were submitted by Airlift, 
Plying Tiger, Pan American, Seaboard, 
and Braniff et al., all of which indicated 
a general agreement with DOD’s ap
proach. While these carriers desire a 
Board analysis of the data submitted by 
DOD, the only substantive reservation 
they indicated was the belief that addi
tional compensation should be made for 
loss of utilization during the periods of 
converting from passenger to cargo or 
cargo to passenger configuration.

DOD’s proposal appears to have a 
great deal of merit. Payment of a fixed 
conversion charge for convertible serv
ices seems to present a more precise 
manner of compensating the carriers 
than the present method, under which 
conversion costs are incorporated into 
the unit rates per passenger-mile or ton- 
mile. With regard to the carrier’s con
tention that an additional payment 
should be made for downtime during 
conversion, we have analyzed the utiliza
tion data submitted to DOD by the car
riers together with their conversion 
cost-data and their figures indicate that 
the average utilization for convertible 
trips is virtually the same as the overall 
utilization reflected in the notice. How
ever, the Board is not persuaded that the 
fixed payment per plane converted, as 
proposed by DOD, presents the best solu
tion to this matter. We note that the 
payments DOD proposes equate to ap
proximately $50 per ¿eat for eacb'bf the 
different aircraft types.

In consideration of all the circum
stances, we believe that the adoption of 
a conversion charge of $50 per seat for 
each configuration change on each stage 
length will result in an equitable rate. 
While this charge applied to the full 
ACL will result in a slightly higher 
charge to MAC in the case of a full con
figuration change, it will afford MAC a 
greater degree of flexibility in those cases 
where MAC may desire a partial change 
in the configuration. Further, the appli
cation of the charge on this basis should 
resolve a problem posed by World, which 
was concerned over the numerous con
figuration changes necessary in its in
terisland services. In the case of the 
mixed rates, the application of this prin
ciple will eliminate the need for the 
computation of variable mixed rates as 
in past rate reviews. Instead, the fixed 
rates for mixed configuration trips will 
provide for the $50 per seat charge for 
each seat changed on each segment. The 
revised convertible cargo ACL’s proposed 
by DOD appear reasonable and we will 
make the appropriate amendments to 
§ 288.8.
C ategory B M in im u m  R ates for S mall 

T urbine A ircraft

Set forth below are the existing mini
mum rates for small turbine aircraft,

the rates proposed in the notice, and the 
revised fair and reasonable minimum 
rates adopted herein, together with the 
percentage differences between the cur
rent rates and the rates adopted.

Percent
Cur- Pro- Adopt- increase
rent posed ed (decrease)

from 
current

Pacific Interisland
Passengers, cents 

per passenger-
ndle:

Round t r ip ..----  2.578 2.56 2.567 (0.43)
_ 1-way....................  4.876 4.89 4.902 0.53
Cargo, cents per 

ton-mile:
Round trip..........  13.115 13.50 13.534 3.19
1-way................... 26.229 26.73 26.934 2.69

All other
Passengers, cents 

per passenger
mile:

Round trip.......... 2.802 2.82 2.819 0.61
_ 1-way.................. 5.302 5.39 5.385 1.57
Cargo, cents per 

ton-mile
Round trip ......... 14.572 14.00 13.990 (3.99)
1-way...................  29.143 27.72 27.840 (4.47)

The foregoing rates reflect changes, 
indicated in the appendices, which are 
akin- to those made for large turbine 
aircraft. The major contentions in the 
comments which are peculiar to the 
small turbine rates involve the aircraft 
carriers used for costing purposes. They 
are discussed below.

The rates proposed in the notice were 
based exclusively on the data for B-727 
aircraft, with separate classifications for 
Pacific Interisland and for “ All Other” 
service. The Board used costs for Airlift, 
Southern, and World to compute the 
Pacific Interisland rate. For the reasons 
set forth in the notice, it refused to use 
the costs of Convair equipment, B-707’s, 
or L-100-20/30 turboprop aircraft or to 
establish separate rates or ACL’s for 
those aircraft types.24

As an accommodation to Pan Ameri
can, MAC has permitted that carrier to 
use its long-haul (B-707) aircraft on 
short-haul R. & R. routes at the higher 
seat-mile revenue of short-haul service. 
The carrier now claims that the small 
turbine rates should be paid for all op
erations falling within the short-haul 
category, which it defines as covering 
distances of 2,000 miles or less. We see no 
basis for extending the narrow excep
tions for aircraft in recreation and re
habilitation service which insured that 
sufficient aircraft would be available for 
this special service between Viet Nam 
and certain named countries. To our 
knowledge there are no other contracts 
for B-707 service where the small tur
bine aircraft are flown and MAC has not 
endorsed the use of B-707’s in short-haul 
service except in the R. & R. operations. 
The designation of 2,000 miles as a short- 
haul operation raises further problems. 
We will reject Pan American’s claim.

On the other hand, we will grant

24 The notice proposed to continue the 
current rates for turboprop and piston air
craft without change.
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Modem’s request that we continue to 
extend the Part 288 exemption to the 
CV-990 and include that aircraft in the 
schedule of minimum rates for category 
B service with small turbine aircraft. It 
was proposed to delete the CV-990 be
cause DOD had not been using that 
equipment and did not want to include 
CV-990 costs in the rate computation, 
but the aircraft is clearly in the small 
turbine class. It has the same ACL as the 
B-727, and if the need should arise for 
the CV-990 in MAC service there appears 
to be no basis for requiring Modem to 
go through a new rule making or ex
emption procedure in order to receive 
Board authorization to provide the 
service.

The comments of Airlift et al. ask that 
Southern’s cost be excluded from the 
Pacific Interisland rates for 1973, on the 
ground that that carrier is no longer 
providing the service. However, we are 
establishing a single set of rates, without 
term, and Southern not only performed 
services under contract in fiscal year 
1972, but is continuing to participate in 
the expansion buy for fiscal year 1973. 
The rates for Pacific Interisland services 
will continue to reflect costs for the three 
carriers, adjusted to reflect documented 
increases in expense in conformance 
with our introductory remarks.

While the notice rejected Saturn’s 
L-100-20/30 cost projections because 
they were based on experience too lim
ited to form a reliable predicate for es
tablishing separate MAC turbo-prop 
rates for that aircraft, it indicated that 
we would consider any relevant informa
tion submitted in the comments. Saturn 
has responded with a further submission 
of data and it asserts that MAC has had 
a continuing demand for the L-100-20/30 
in international service. DOD opposes 
the establishment of separate rates and 
ACL, on the ground that the information 
is still not definitive enough to afford a 
basis for rates in international MAC 
service. Our review of the comments and 
Saturn’s Forms 41 and 243 compels us to 
agree with DOD. The carrier has not re
flected any significant amount of inter
national MAC traffic in its reports. While 
it flew over 18,000 revenue-hours and 
over 6 million revenue-miles with this 
aircraft in the year ended March 31, 
1972, 80 percent of the hours and miles 
were in domestic service, and less than
0.2 percent of the L-100-20/30 traffic was 
reported as military international traf
fic. Although the carrier’s current sub
mission may be based on a longer period 
of operations than heretofore, Saturn’s 
international MAC traffic volume does 
not afford an adequate basis for project
ing a forecast or establishing a rate for 
such operations.
Individually T icketed and W aybilled 

Services

In our notice we proposed to establish 
minimum rates for all individually 
ticketed and waybilled services (category 
A and Z) at the level of one-way charters 
(category B) ; we rejected the proposal 
to establish a so-called category Y  
blocked space service on scheduled serv

ice at the round trip category B level; 
and we requested comments on the va
lidity of continuing category X  rates (for 
inbound transportation of passengers in 
fixed proportions to category A outbound 
cargo) at the round trip charter level.

1. Category A and Z services. There 
has been no objection to our proposal to 
maintain the category A and Z passenger 
rates at the same level as the one-way 
category B rates, and we shall continue 
that rate structure for passengers.

DOD objected to the proposed change 
in rate relationships for one-way cargo 
services, stating that the Board should 
adhere to its past practice of establishing 
separate outbound and inbound category 
A cargo rates at levels below the category 
B one-way cargo rates. It argues that 
the proposal will result in significantly 
higher rates for category A cargo, will 
render this service the most costly and 
least effective of the cargo choices avail
able to it, and will result in its use being 
limited to the most unusual situations, 
thus frustrating the objective of having 
category A cargo contribute to the main
tenance of scheduled cargo service. As
serting that it has never been shown that 
the rates per ton-mile of 12 cent out
bound and 10 cent inbound which ante
dated the current rates were unjustifiably 
low, DOD recommends a return to those 
rate levels.

The carriers which commented on this 
issue, including those carriers which had 
sought in Docket 23579 to divorce cate
gory A and category Z rates from the 
rates for category B charters and to in
crease the farmer to levels exceeding 
those for category B service (as well as 
other carriers with scheduled interna
tional services), support the Board’s pro
posal to set the floor for all category A 
and Z rates at the level for one-way char
ters. Flying Tiger and Pan American 
state that the reduction proposed in the 
notice in the standard weight per pallet 
(used in computing charges for cargo 
services) serves to offset the increase in 
the rate per ton-mile, and a Flying Tiger 
analysis indicates that the net result of 
the changes would be to reduce its yield 
on the category A cargo rate. Both Pan 
American and Flying Tiger recommend 
that the add-ons per pound for air and 
truck pickup * be eliminated, in order to 
increase the comparability of category A 
and category B one-way cargo rates.

It appears to us that the advantages 
of moving cargo on less-than-plane-load 
lots can be considerable, and that the 
benefits and costs of category A cargo 
service warrant an equalization of these 
rates with the one-way category B rates. 
With the change in standard pallet 
weights and the elimination of the pick
up charges, the cost increase to DOD is 
at least largely offset and the rates will 
be comparable. It appears equitable to 
eliminate pickup charges and to amend 
Part 288 to reflect a change in the pallet 
weights, and we shall do so. No basis has 
been given for concluding that outbound 
cargo traffic volumes will be substantially

«Sec. 288.7(d)(4).

different from inbound traffic volumes in 
the long term, and no reason why the in
bound and the outbound rates should be 
different. The scheduled carriers appear 
satisfied that the rate relationships pro
posed will not interfere with the objective 
of having category A cargo contribute to 
the maintenance of scheduled cargo 
service.

Accordingly, the Board will adhere to 
its proposal to equate all category A and 
Z rates with one-way category B rates. 
We will also make all of the new mini
mum rates (except category Z rates, 
which are subject to tariff filing require
ments) effective July 1, 1971. Our no
tice especially solicited views concerning 
the date of effectiveness of category A 
cargo rates because we believed that the 
sizable price changes linked to the 
change in structure may have affected 
the use of the service if known in ad
vance. and DOD has responded by stat
ing that much category A cargo service 
would not have been used if the revised 
rate relationship had been in effect. Pan 
American questions this assertion. But in 
any event, we are also making our coun
tervailing pallet weight changes and 
elimination of pickup charges effective 
on that same date, and in view of that 
ameliorating circumstance the rate 
changes are of no different character 
than other changes which we are effectu
ating on July 1,1971.

2. “Category Y”  service. The notice 
tentatively rejected the category Y pro
posal as a service essentially the same as
category A. Under the category Y pro
posal passengers would be carried in 
blocked space in scheduled commercial 
service at the round-trip category B rate. 
This service did not appear to warrant 
the round-trip rate provided for charters 
where the entire aircraft is contracted 
for on a round-trip basis. DOD contends 
that category Y service is the perform
ance of what would otherwise be category 
B transportation by moving the traffic 
over scheduled service for an extended 
period of time. In fact, however, the cate
gory Y proposal is not at all akin to cate
gory B round-trip charters, since L is 
performed on the more costly scheduled 
services. Both DOD and those carriers 
seeking to operate under category Y rates 
request the authority to “ test” this con
cept, but no amount of testing can 
change the nature of the service or of tne 
rate requested: a round-trip full plane 
charter rate for one-way schedule 
transportation of less-than-plane-loa
groups.36 .

No new argument has been mane 
which serves to change the view set for 
in t.hp nrvtir.p that the category Y ra

28 Moreover, the economic unsoundn 
the rate is underscored, in o m *ie^ , J cax. 
Inconsistent arguments of the two one 
rier proponents of category Y. o  be
hand, TWA contends that the traffic 
carried “basically on a space-ava tjonal 
and that it win neither schedulesa 
capacity nor disenable higher f pan
serve category Ÿ . On the othe and ^  
American argues that category regular
permit greater scheduling of 
service.
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and rate relationships proposed by DOD 
and certain scheduled carriers were in
valid in principle and unsound as a mat
ter of economics. Pan American suggests 
that it would be willing to modify some of 
the conditions of category Y service, but 
tinkering with the details would not 
change the concept which we here reject.

3. Category X. Only DOD replied to 
our requests for comments on the ques
tion whether the category X  concept con
tinues to be valid. Category X  rates cover 
the inbound transportation of passen
gers or property in fixed proportion to 
category A outbound cargo, pursuant to 
option provisions of DOD contracts. The 
rates for this service are currently equal 
to the round-trip charter rates. DOD in
dicates that while this service has not 
been utilized a great deal, category A 
cargo is now becoming essentially out
bound and thus category X  traffic will be 
increasing. But as evidence of this latest 
change DOD cites purchases of less than 
$85,000 of category X  transportation in 
April and May of 1972. Fiscal year 1972 
MAC volumes exceeded $400 million. 
More important, despite the fact that 
such traffic must be in fixed proportion 
to cargo moving in the opposite direction, 
the traffic remains essentially one-way 
passenger traffic, and the use of a rate 
based on round-trip levels is therefore 
unsound. Accordingly, we will eliminate 
the exemption for category X  transpor
tation from Part 288.

F erry R ates

DOD proposes that the ferry rates be 
based on the category B cargo rate for all 
feriy miles, since some passenger-asso
ciated costs, such as food, full cabin crew 
salary, and insurance are not incurred 
m ferrying an aircraft. Currently, § 288.9 
provides that minimum payments for 
jerry miles are to be based on the round- 
tnp cargo rate where only cargo is ear
ned on the live portion of the whole trip 
and are to be based on the round-trip 
passenger rate where passengers are ear
ned on any portion of the whole trip. The 
rates are 75 percent of the live rates for 
_^ y up to 1’500 miles and 100 per
cent of the live rates for longer ferry legs.
th«Viral carriers have indicated that 
w ,CaTn .crews must be Pald when being 

the aircraft and that the 
fnrS0 ra ê would not be compensatory 

g.er ferry fliehts- Plying Tiger 
aiSii that since the MAC ferry rate 
r̂ f,af y Provides a reduction of 25 per- 
2 «  °r fllghts UP to 1.500 miles to offset 
tWQg-S ln food and passenger service, 
J S f “  n° basis for the further adjust- 
ment sought by DOD. Braniff et al. con- 
to tho f ferry flights are comparable 
tionc frent'haul or back-haul opera- 
cost coi-0ne"way charters, but that the 
l50fw?ilg£Lare less- They Question the thp anle break-point and argue that 

rates are not compen- 
aojjj7 *” these shorter flights, although 
rate faav.mgs should be reflected in the 
would £erry-h°PS. These carriers 
the fM.elunIliate fbe break-point, reduce 
the no y rate discount to 8 percent for 
diScS enger.,ferry> and eliminate that 

ount m the ferry cargo rate.'W e

agree with DOD’s basic premise that 
some cost savings are ¿realized on ferry 
flights in some areas such as passenger 
food and insurance. However, we do have 
reservations as to the savings in cabin 
crew ferry costs, and we note that DOD 
has not shown that the present discount 
in the ferry rate is not sufficient to 
reflect the cost savings. In the absence 
of more definitive data we believe it 
appropriate to maintain the existing 
ferry rates at this time. However, we will 
explore the matter more fully in the 
course of the next rate review.

S tandard M ileage

DOD states that the current nature 
of MAC contract airlift in the Pacific 
is such that much of it is not provided 
for in the routing table shown in § 288.10 
(b), since MAC is routinely contracting 
for trips from the east coast and mid
continent points of the continental 
United States to points throughout the 
Pacific, including Australia and New 
Zealand. Accordingly, DOD proposes 
that in place of the existing table with 
its unavoidable limitation on the number 
of points that can practicably be covered, 
a mileage computation rule be adopted 
for the Pacific simila» to the rule now 
applied to the Atlantic, where mileage 
for nonstop flights of 4,000 or more is 
computed over the lower of two com
monly used routings. DOD also requests 
that the computation points of Shannon, 
Ireland and Lajes/Santa Maria, Azores, 
be deleted from the Atlantic rule in 
§ 288.10(c) in order properly to accom
modate such routes as those in the South 
Atlantic, for which Shannon and Lajes/ 
Santa Maria are not realistic computa
tion points.

Only two carriers submitted comments 
on DOD’s proposal. Flying Tiger states 
that it has no objection to the proposal. 
Trans World takes issue with DOD’s 
proposal with regard to routings that 
yield the shortest mileage, and suggests 
that pay miles be related to the “opera
tional mileage” over which a carrier can 
realistically operate. However, standard 
pay mileages have for many years been 
based on the most direct feasible rout
ing: the concept is not new, and the use 
of a circuitry or mileage absorption fac
tor mitigates particular operational 
problems while avoiding difficulties of 
interpretation when payment computa
tions are made. Since the introduction 
of the long-range jet aircraft into MAC 
service, the carriers engaging in trans
pacific services have the aircraft capa
bility for operating over the North-Pa
cific route, and thus such routings can
not be construed- as unrealistic. We note 
that some of the carriers actually oper
ate over the mid-Pacific route, but this 
deviation from the standard mileages is 
purely voluntary on the part of the car
riers involved. As stated in notice of pro
posed rule making EDR-133/PSDR^20, 
February 20, 1968, the Board believes 
that carriers should generally be given 
the option of flying transpacific charters 
over whatever routing they consider most 
favorable, but the routing so selected 
should not affect the compensation re-

ceived. Rather, the compensation should 
be based on one mileage standard— 
namely, the shortest feasible routing. 
The same rationale applies in the 
Atlantic.

While we agree in principle with DOD’s 
position and recognize the desirability 
of a rule covering more operations, we 
are reluctant to delete the table which 
sets forth the specific routings. However, 
it appears that the desired result can 
be achieved by retaining the table in its 
present form and expanding the lan
guage of § 288.10 to provide for the situa
tions mentioned by DOD. Accordingly, 
the text of § 288.10 is being revised to 
provide that wherever the distance be
tween airports for a nonstop flight or a 
route segment specified in a DOD con
tract is 4,000 miles Or longer, the mile
age shall be computed via routings indi
cated in the rule for service between 
specified points or, where routings are 
not so indicated, via the routings which 
yield the shortest mileage.

Price S tabilization

Although the Cost of Living Council 
has exempted from the price stabilization 
program rates for foreign air transpor
tation which are established or approved 
by the Board, the minimum rates set 
forth in this amendment to Part 288 also 
apply to services performed for the mili
tary in overseas air transportation and 
in air transportation between the con
tiguous 48 States and Hawaii or Alaska, 
and hence the Board’s price stabilization 
criteria set forth in Part 229 are appli
cable. As set forth above, we have sub
jected the carriers’ cost submissions to 
rigorous analysis, both in the review pre
ceding issuance of the notice and after 
receipt of the comments containing addi
tional data and information. On the basis 
of the Board’s review and analyses, some 
rates have been increased and some de
creased,27 but overall, based on revenues 
from military air transportation services 
for fiscal year 1972, the impact of the 
changes from current rates is an increase 
of approximately $10,581,000, or 2.66 per
cent, for all operations covered by this 
rate review.

The rate increases are cost based and 
do not reflect or allow future inflation
ary expectations. We disallowed antici
patory cost increases from costs pro
jected by the carriers and rejected the 
notion that the rates should be based on 
trended costs: the only upward adjust
ments of base period costs accepted have 
been those reflecting annualizations of 
contractual obligations. In our view, the 
increases are the minimum necessary to 
assure continued, adequate, and safe 
service by air carriers for the DOD op
erations they cover. While the rate of 
return has been increased over the re
turn used for fiscal year 1971, it is con
sistent with (though lower than) the 
rate of return benchmark found reason
able for domestic fare purposes prior to 
the stabilization program, and it con-

27 See pp. 14 and 39, supra.
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tinues a differential we have found ap
propriate to reflect the lesser degree of 
risk associated with operating MAC con
tracts. Hie rate increases win provide 
the carriers an opportunity to achieve 
the m inim um  rate of return needed to 
attract capital at reasonable costs and 
not impair their credit. Moreover, the 
labor costs reflected in the rates do not 
exceed those allowed by the Price Com
mission. We have recognized only those 
wage and salary increases falling within 
the Pay Board guidelines of (1) being no 
more than 5.5 percent per year or (2) 
being required by a contract which be
came binding before November 8, 1971. 
In the case of fringe benefits excluded 
from consideration as wages and salaries, 
we have followed the Pay Board’s Re
lease 51, February 23, 1972, and adopted 
the 0.7 percent of wage base standard 
for exempted benefits, plus the additional 
1.5 percent for “catch-up” fringe bene
fits, as set forth in that guideline.

Finally, expected and obtainable pro
ductivity gains are taken into account in 
the rates, since the rates have been based 
on unit costs for MAC services and hence 
the impact on costs of operational and 
managerial efficiencies is considered as 
part of the rate review. However, since 
only quantitatively provable cost in
creases are recognized, we have not at
tempted to project speculative produc
tivity gains. Rather, the screening of spe
cific cost areas assures that maximum 
reasonable use of productive capacity is 
embodied in the unit costs. In the Board’s 
judgment, the rate increases are con
sistent with the price stabilization pro
gram and the criteria embodied in Part 
229 of the economic regulations.

Amendments

In consideration of the foregoing, the 
Board hereby amends Part 288 of the 
Economic regulations (14 CFR Part 288), 
effective July 1, 1971, as follows:
§ 288.1 [Amended]

1. Amend § 288.1 by deleting the 
fourth paragraph thereof (the definition 
of “Category X  transportation” ) .
§ 288.2 [Amended]

2. Amend § 288.2 by deleting the words 
“and X ” .
§ 288.6 [Amended]

3. Amend § 288.6 by deleting the words 
“and X ” .

4. Amend § 288.7(a) (1) to read as 
follows:
§ 288.7 Reasonable level o f compensa

tion.
* * * * *

(a) * * *
(1) Performed with turbine-powered 

aircraft:

Aircraft type

Passengers, per 
passenger-mile 

(cents)

Bound
trip

1-way

Cargo, per ton 
mile (cents)

Bound
trip

Convertible,* 
(cents)

Passenger
1-way leg, per Cargo 

passenger leg, per 
mile ton mile

Mixed passenger- 
cargo per revenue 

plane-mile1

Bound 1-way 
trip

Turboprops:Ct44 2.00 3.60 9.36
L-382/L-100-10/20/80---------------------------- - M-*»

Regular turbojets_____________ * 1.969 3.686 7.730

17.19
19.64
14.903 1.969 8.911

105 and 4.

63 and 7. 
51 and 8. 
0 and 12.. 

DC-8F-61-63gg~
219 andO. 
159 and 5.

3.686 7.730 14.903 1.959 8.911

47 and 13-----------------------------------
0 and 18________________________

B-727—Pacific interisland______  *2.567 3 4.902 13.534 26.934 2.567 16.241

105 and 0_______________________
61 and 2________________________
50 and 3_______________________
46 and 4--------X_________ .______--
0 and 7_____ ______________________

B-727—All o th e n ................ ........  »2.819 3 5.385 13.990 27.840 2.819 16.788

50 and 3- 
46 and 4- 
0 and 7—

$3.232 $6.082
3.113 5.895
3.083 5.848
3.053 5.802
3.023 5.755
2.978 5.685
2.948 5.638
2.821 5.440

4.290 8.072
4.068 7.698
3.719 7.112
3.653 7.000
3.479 6.706

2.695 6.147
2.587 6.022

.  2.560 4.990
2.550 4.979
2.436 4.848

2.960 5.654
.  2.775 6.385

2.729 5.318
2.712 5.293
2.518 5.011

i Conversion charges for convertible flights or variable mixed flights shall be at the rate of $50 per seat changed on

“ iS S m u m  rate for operation of B-707 in recreation and rehahilitation(B. & B.) ¡service between theRepubUc 
of South Vietnam, on the one hand, and Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, the Bepubhc of the P hilippines, Hong K.ong, 
and Taiwan, on the other, shall be 2.5670 per passenger-mile, 

s Also applies to CV-990 aircraft.
and (2) to5. Amend § 288.7(d) (1) 

read as follows:
(d) For Category A transportation:
(1) Passengers, 3.686 cents per passen

ger-mile.
(2) Cargo, 14.903 cents per ton-mile.
6. Amend § 288.7(d) by deleting and 

reserving subsection (4) thereof, as 
follows:

(4) [Reserved!
7. Amend § 288.7(d) (6) by changing 

the number “4,500” to read “ 3,750” .
8. Delete and reserve § 288.7 (e), as 

follows:
(e) [Reserved]

§ 288.8 [Amended]
9. Replace the table in § 288.8 (mini

mum aircraft loads) with the following:

Aircraft type

Number of 
passengers, 
all-passen

ger and con
vertible 
flights

Tons of cargo

B-707-320-B /C__
B-707-300 series- -
B-707-138B..........
B-707-100 series

(other)________
DC-8F-61, -63™
DC-8-62...............
DC-8F...... ...........
DC-8 (50 series). .
DC-8 (other)____
DC-9-30..............
B-727------------
CV-990_________
CL-44_____ — -
L-382- ...........—
L-100-10/20/30___
L-1649A...............
Lr-1049-C/E/G/H-
DC-7B/C/CF/F-.
L-1049A________
D C -7 ................
DC-6/A/B/C.......
DC-4...................

159
137
149
219
165
165
149
147 
96

105
105
148

All
cargo
flights

Con
vertible
flights

36.5 31.7

45 39.0
39.2
36.5 31.7

18 16.0
29.35
20.7
20.7

18 15
18 15
18 15
15 12
15 12
13 12
8 6

§ 288.10 [Amended]
10. Amend § 288.10(a) by adding after 

the first sentence thereof the following 
sentence: “If the direct nonstop airport- 
to-airport distance between the pomt 
of origin of the revenue flight to the 
point of destination of such flight, or 
between any pair of points comprising 
a route segment required to be served 
by the terms of the DOD contract, is 
4,000 miles or more and no intermediate 
points are required to be served by the 
terms of the contract or are specified 
in paragraph (b) of this section, the 
mileage shall be computed via the rous* 
ings which yield the shortest mileage.

11. Amend § 288.10 by deleting and 
reserving paragraph (c) thereof, 
follows:

(c) [Reservedly
(Secs. 204, 403, and 416 of the Avia-
tion Act of 1958, as amended: 72 
758, and 771, as amended; 49 U.S.C. 1 
1373, and 1386) .

Note: Appendices A-Q are filed as p

By the Civil Aeronautics Board.
H arry J. Zin k , 

Secretary.[SEAL]

SUBCHAPTER F— POLICY STATEMENTS 
[Reg. PS— 50; Arndt. 29]

PART 399— STATEMENTS OF GENE 
POLICY

Military Exemptions 
Adopted by the Ctya .An g e g j f  

Board at its office In Wasffingto 
on the 29th day of December 19
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On May 31,1972, by notice of proposed 

rule making EDR-205A/PSDRr-32A (37 
PR 11344), the Board proposed, among 
other things, to amend Part 399, its 
Statements of General Policy, by chang
ing the minimum rate for Category Z 
individually ticketed military transpor
tation.

Comments in response to the notice, 
and reply comments, filed by a number 
of interested persons, are discussed in 
ER-786, which amends Part 288 of the 
Economic Regulations and is being is
sued concurrently herewith. For the rea
sons set forth in ER-786, which are 
incorporated by reference herein, the 
Civil Aeronautics Board hereby amends 
Part 399, Statements of General Policy 
(14 CPR Part 399), effective July 1,1971, 
as follows:

Amend § 399.16(b) to read as follows: 
§ 399.16 Military exemptions.

* * * * *
(b) The minimum charges considered 

fair and reasonable for the transporta
tion of Catagory Z individually ticketed 
passengers in foreign and overseas air 
transportation and in air transportation 
between the 48 contiguous States, on 
the one hand, and Hawaii or Alaska, on 
the other hand, will be 3.686 cents per 
passenger-mile, applied to the shortest 
mileage between the commercial air 
carrier points as set forth in the current 
IATA mileage manual to compute point- 
to-point passenger fares.
(Secs. 204, 403, and 416 of the Federal Avia
tion Act of 1958, as amended; 72 Stat. 743, 
758, and 771, as amended; 49 U.S.C. 1324. 
1373, and 1386)

By the Civil Aeronautics Board.
tSEAL1 Harry J. Zin k ,

Secretary.
[PR Doc.73-166 Filed l-3 -73 ;8 :45  am]

Title 18— CONSERVATION OF 
POWER AND WATER RESOURCES
Chapter I— Federal Power Commission

[Docket No. R-403; Order 440]

PART 201-UNIFORM s y s t e m  o f  a c 
counts FOR NATURAL GAS COM
PANIES

PAiI.2.04~“ UN,FORM SYSTEM OF AC
COUNTS FOR CLASS C NATURAL 
GAS COMPANIES

PAi I n ? 5~"UNIFORM SYSTEM OF AC-
r*eNJS FOR CLASS D NATURAL GAS COMPANIES

Accounting for Exploration 
evelopment Costs; Correction

December 12,1972.
counts^S i Mliniform Systems of Ac_ (Cineo *°r Iia ûral Gas Companies
Renort ‘B’ C’ and and Annual
countin? ° f m  N ° '  2 t0 a d o p t  f u l l - c o s t  a c 
cent t °r exPl°ration and develop- 

°sts incurred by pipeline compa

nies on natural gas leases acquired on or 
after October 8, 1969.

In the order Amending Uniform Sys
tems of Accounts for Classes A, B, C, 
and D Natural Gas Companies and An
nual Report Form No. 2, issued Novem
ber 5, 1971, and published in the F ed
eral R egister November 18, 1971 (36 
F.R. 21963): In ordering subparagraphs 
(A) 4, (B) 3, and ( 0 3  in the text of “Spe
cial Instructions-Costs Related to 
Leases Acquired After October 7, 1969“ 
change “account 404.1, Amortization and 
Depletion of Producing Land and Land 
Rights” to read “account 404.1, Amorti
zation and Depletion of Producing Nat
ural Gas Land and Land Rights”.

M ary B. K idd, 
Acting Secretary.

[FR Doc.73-112 Filed 1-3-73;8 :45 am]

[Docket No. R-403; Order 440-A]

PART 201— UNIFORM SYSTEM OF AC
COUNTS FOR CLASS A AND CLASS 
B NATURAL GAS COMPANIES

PART 204— UNIFORM SYSTEM OF AC
COUNTS FOR CLASS C NATURAL 
GAS COMPANIES

PART 205— UNIFORM SYSTEM OF AC
COUNTS FOR CLASS D NATURAL 
GAS COMPANIES

Full-Cost Accounting for Exploration 
and Development Costs; Correction

D ecember 12,1972«
Revisions in Uniform Systems of Ac

counts for Natural Gas Companies 
(Classes A, B, C, and D) and Annual 
Report Form No. 2 to adopt full-cost 
accounting for exploration and develop
ment costs incurred by pipeline com
panies on natural gas leases acquired on 
or after October 8, 1969.

In the order clarifying and amending 
Order No. 440 and denying rehearing, 
issued January 5, 1972, and published 
in the Federal R egister January 15,1972 
(37 FR 601): In ordering subpara
graphs (A) 12, (A) 23, and (A31) in the 
text of “Special Instructions-Costs Re
lated to Leases Acquired After October 7, 
1969” change “account 404.1, Amortiza
tion and Depletion of Producing Land 
and Land Rights” to read “account 
404.1, Amortization and Depletion of 
Producing Natural Gas Land and Land 
Rights” .

M ary B. K idd, 
Acting Secretary.

[FR Doc.73-113 Filed l-3 -7 3 ;8 :4 5  am]

Title 2 1— FOOD AND DRUGS
Chapter II— Bureau of Narcotics and 

Dangerous Drugs, Department of 
Justice
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND 

CONTROL
During recent months, the need for 

several minor changes in the regulations

implementing the Comprehensive Drug 
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 
1970 have been brought to the Bureau’s 
attention.

1. Bureau of Prisons. Responsibility 
for medical care in Federal penitentiaries 
has been recently transferred from the 
Public Health Service to the U.S. Bureau 
of Prisons. In order to continue the ex
emptions afforded officials affected by 
this transfer, §§ 301.13(a) (1) and 
301.25(a) are amended. This change was 
suggested by the Public Health Service 
and the Bureau of Prisons.

2. Importation by researchers. Section 
301.22(b) (3) is amended to permit re
searchers to import controlled substances 
without a separate registration as an im
porter, if the intent and reasons for im
portation are set forth in the research 
protocol, and the legal requirements for 
importation, set forth in Part 312, are 
followed. In addition, the section is 
amended to conform to the new § 301.33.

3. Registration regarding ocean ves
sels. Section 301.28(a) is amended to 
conform to paragraph (d) of that sec
tion, so that the authorization granted 
in paragraph (a) includes the exception 
provided in paragraph (d ). This change 
was suggested by the Public Health 
Service.

4. Special procedures for applications. 
On August 8, 1972, a notice of new pro
cedures was published in the Federal 
R egister (37 F.R. 15943) which detailed 
two special procedures to expedite the 
registration of pharmacies. At that time, 
the notice was not codified with the Bu
reau regulations; in response to re
quests, the Director has decided to 
codify the provisions of the August 8 
announcement.

5. Procedures regarding granting ex
clusions and exemptions of certain 
products. The Bureau has previously 
published procedures for processing ap
plications for exclusion of products con
taining controlled substances which can 
be sold over-the-counter without a pre
scription (§ 308.21(c)) and those which 
are packaged and/or adulterated in such 
a way as to eliminate any abuse of the 
controlled substance therein (§ 308.- 
23(e) ). This procedure included publish
ing a proposed rule making in the 
Federal R egister, allowing at least 30 
days for comments, ’ then publishing a 
final order later in the F ederal R egister. 
In the many proposals made thus far 
(see 37 FR 867, 992, 17478, 23420, and 
23551) the Bureau has not received any 
comments or objections, other than no
tice of typographical errors. The Direc
tor has determined that the cumbersome 
procedure should be revised to expedite 
the exclusion or exemption of these 
products. Therefore, §§ 308.21(c) and 
308.23(e) are revised to make the order 
effective upon one publication in the 
F ederal R egister, with a provision for 
comments and objections after publica
tion. If any comments or objections raise 
significant questions, then the order will 
be immediately suspended until the is
sues can be resolved. Thereafter, the 
order will be reinstated, revoked or re
vised depending on the determination of 
the issues. The Director finds that this 
procedure will afford affected persons
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and the public with sufficient safeguards 
to protect the interests and safety of all.

6. Administrative law judge. Recently, 
the Civil Service Commission redesig
nated “hearing examiners” as “adminis
trative law judges.” Section 316.42(f) is 
amended to reflect this change.

Each of these changes is technical in 
nature and is not expected to generate 
any comments or objections from in
terested persons, because they ease the 
regulatory restrictions on registrants and 
adversely affect no registrant. In 
order to include these changes in the next 
codification of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, and thereby provide a com
plete and current book of regulations 
under the Controlled Substances Act, the 
Director has determined to make those 
changes effective before the end of 1972. 
Therefore, the Director finds that waiver 
of the usual period for comments and 
objections is consistent with the public 
health and safety, with the interests of 
affected persons, and with the need to 
provide a codified set of regulations to 
all registrants.

If any interested person desires to 
comment on or object to any of the 
changes made in this order, the Direc
tor will consider such comments and 
objections for purposes of amending or 
revoking any of these changes. All in
terested persons are invited to submit 
their comments and objections in writ
ing with five copies to the Hearing 
Clerk, Office of Chief Counsel, Bureau of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Depart
ment of Justice, Room 611, 1405 I Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20537.

Under the authority vested in the At
torney General by sections 201, 202, 301, 
302, 303, 304, 501(b), and 505 of the 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention 
and Control Act of 1970, and redelegated 
to the Director, Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs, by § 0.100 of Title 28 
of the Code of Federal Regulations, the 
Director hereby orders that parts 301, 
308, and 316 of Title 21* of the Code of 
Federal Regulations be amended as 
follows:

PART 301— REGISTRATION OF MAN
UFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND 
DISPENSERS OF CONTROLLED SUB
STANCES
1. By amending § 301.13(a) (1) to read 

as follows:
§ 301.13 Persons exempt from fee.

(a) * * *
(1) Any official or agency of the U.S. 

Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, 
Coast Guard, Veterans’ Administration, 
Public Health Service, or Bureau of Pris
ons who or which is authorized to procure 
or purchase controlled substances for of
ficial use; and

2, By amending § 301.22(b) (3) to read 
as follows:

•  *  *  *  *

§ 301.22 Separate registration for con
trolled activities.

(b) * * *
(3) A person registered to conduct re

search with a basic class of controlled 
substance listed in schedule I shall be 
authorized to manufacture or import 
such class if and to the extent that such 
manufacture or importation is set forth 
in the research protocol described in 
§ 301.33 and to distribute such class to 
other persons registered or authorized 
to conduct research with such class or 
registered or authorized to conduct 
chemical analysis with controlled sub
stances;

* * * * *
3. By amending § 301.25(a) by revising 

the first sentence to read as follows:
§ 301.25 ^Exemption of certain military 

and other personnel.
(a) The requirement of registration 

is waived for any official of the-U.S. Army, 
Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, Coast 
Guard, Public Health Service, or Bureau 
of Prisons who is authorized to prescribe, 
dispense, or administer, but not to pro
cure or purchase, controlled substances 
in the course of his official duties. 

* * * * *
4. By amending § 301.28(a) to read 

as follows:
§ 301.28 Registration regarding ocean 

vessels.
(a) If acquired by and dispensed under 

the general supervision of a medical offi
cer described in paragraph (b) of this 
section, or the master of the vessel under 
the circumstances described in para
graph (d) of this section, controlled sub
stances may be held for stocking, be 
maintained in, and dispensed from 
medicine chests, first aid packets, or 
dispensaries:

* * * * *
5. By adding a new § 301.38 to read 

as follows:
§ 301.38 Special procedures for certain 

applications.
(a) If, at the time of application for 

registration of a new pharmacy, the 
pharmacy has been issued a license from 
the appropriate State licensing agency, 
the applicant may include with his ap
plication an affidavit as to the existence 
of the State license in the following 
form:

Affidavit for New Pharmacy
I , _______________ t h e _________________ _______

(Title of officer, official,
_____________________________ of ________________
partner, or other position) (Corporation,
______________;______________________ doing busi-
partnership, or sole proprietor)
ness a s __________ '.------ a t --------------------------------- >

(Store name) (Number and Street)

(City) (State) (Zip code)
hereby certify that said store was issued a
pharmacy permit No. ------------- by th e -------------

(Board
___________________________________ of the State
of Pharmacy or Licensing Agency)
o f __________________ o n -----------------------

(Date)
This statement is submitted in order to 

obtain a Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs registration number. I understand that 
if any information is false, the Bureau may 
immediately suspend the registration for this 
store and commence proceedings to revoke

under 21 U.S.C. 824(a) because of the danger 
to public health and safety. I further under
stand that any false information contained 
in this affidavit may subject me personally 
and the above-named corporation/partner- 
ship/business to prosecution under 21 U.S.C. 
843, the penalties for conviction of which 
include imprisonment for up to 4 years, a 
fine of not more than $30,000 or both.

Signature (Person who signs 
Application for Registration)

State of______________
County of____ _________
Subscribed to and sworn before me this 
________ day of_______________ 19------- -

Notary Public

(b) Whenever the ownership of a 
pharmacy is being transferred from one 
person to another, if the transferee 
owns at least one other pharmacy li
censed in the same State as the one the 
ownership of which is being transferred, 
the transferee may apply for registration 
prior to the date of transfer. The Direc
tor may register the applicant and au
thorize him to obtain controlled sub
stances at the time of transfer. Such 
registration shall not authorize the 
transferee to dispense controlled sub
stances until the pharmacy has been 
issued a valid State license. The trans
feree shall include with his application 
the following affidavit:

Affidavit for Transfer of P h a r m a c y

., the 

of
(Title of officer,

official, partner or other position)
___________________ doing business as

" (Corporation, partnership, or sole 
proprietor)

__________________ hereby certify:
(Store name)

(1) That said company was issued a phar
macy permit N o .-------------  by the - - - - - - -

_____________ of the State
Pharamy or Licensing Agency) 

o f _____ __-----------------------and a BNDD Regis
tration N um ber------------- for a pharmacy lo
cated a t ---------------------------------------

(Number and Street) _ ^

(City) (State) (Zip "code)
(2) That said company is acquiring t ^

pharmacy business o f -------------*  (Name of Seller)
witli BNDDing business a s ---------------------------  _  _hml+

______________and that said company has ap
(Date of Transfer) for’ a
plied (or will apply o n ------ /¿ate)””

pharmacy permit from the board of Pg^f 
macy (or licensing agency) of the 
— - -  to do business as - - - - - - - — j

at (Number and Street)

(City) (State) ( f i p C ^  ^
’his statement is submitted rouS
ain a Bureau of Narcotics and Danger
igs registration n ^ b e r . registration
understand that if a BN acquire

naber is issued, the pharmacy notydispense 
Ltrolled substances but may ^  ^  is 
,m until a pharmacy P f ^ t  or i or 
aed by the State board of pharmaw
;nsing agency. information Is

understand that if an^  teiy suspend 
se, the Bureau may immediately
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the registration for this store and commence 
proceedings to revoke under 21 U.S.C. 824 (a) 
because of the danger to public health and 
safety. I further understand that any false 
information contained in this affidavit may 
subject me personally to prosecution under 
21 U.S.C. 843, the penalties for conviction of 
which include imprisonment for up to 4 
years, a fine of not more than $30,000 or both.

Signature (Per
son who signs Ap
plication for Reg
istration)

State of____________ _
County of---------------------
Subscribed to and sworn before me this 
____________ day o f _____ ________ _ 19______ _

Notary Public

(c) The Director shall follow the nor
mal procedures for approving an applica
tion to verify the statements in the af
fidavit. If the statements prove to be 
false, the Director may revoke the reg
istration cm the basis of section 304(a) 
(1) of the Act (21 U.S.C. 824(a) (1)) and 
suspend the registration immediately by 
pending revocation on the basis of sec
tion 304(d) of the Act (21 U.S.C. 824(d)). 
At the same time, the Director may 
seize and place under seal all controlled 
substances possessed by the applicant 
under section 304(f) of the Act (21 U.S.C. 
824(f)). Intentional misuse of the af
fidavit procedure may subject the ap
plicant to prosecution for fraud under 
section 403(a) (4) of the Act (21 U.S.C. 
843(a) (4)), and obtaining controlled 
substances under a registration fraudu
lently gotten may subject the applicant 
to prosecution under section 403(a) (3) 
of the Act (21 U.S.C. 843(a) (3)). The 
penalties for conviction of either offense 
include imprisonment for up to 4 years, 
a fine not exceeding $30,000 or both.

PART 308— SCHEDULES OF CON
TROLLED SUBSTANCES

6. By amending § 308.21(c) to read as 
follows:
§ 308.21 Schedule II.

* * * * *
(c) Within a reasonable period of time 

after the receipt of an application for an 
exemption under this section/ the Direc
tor shall notify the applicant of his ac
ceptance or nonacceptance of his appli
cation, and if not accepted, the reason 
therefor. The Director need not accept 
an application for filing if any of the re
quirements prescribed in this paragraph 
S pursuant to paragraph (d)
fJu section is lacking or is not set 
lorth as to be readily understood. If the 
PPlicant desires, he may amend the ap

plication to meet the requirements of this 
tw^rfPh and Paragraph (c) of this sec- 
fiii ’ «  ^ e. application is accepted for 

“he Director shall issue and publish 
annr . DERAL R egister his order on the 
ppiication, which shall include a refer
ee to the legal authority under which 

order is issued and the findings ot 
t and conclusions of law upon which 
e or êr is based. This order shall spec

ify the date on which it shall take ef
fect. The Director shall permit any in
terested person to file written comments 
on or objections to the order within 60 
days of the date of publication of his 
order in the F ederal R egister. If any 
such comments or objections raise sig
nificant issues regarding any finding of 
fact or conclusion of law upon which the 
order is based, the Director shall immedi
ately suspend the effectiveness of the 
order until he may reconsider the ap
plication in light of the comments and 
objections filed. Thereafter, the Director 
shall reinstate, revoke, of amend his orig
inal order as he determines appropriate. 

* * * * *
7. By amending § 308.23 (e) to read as 

follows:
§ 308.23 Exemption o f certain chemical 

preparations ; application. 
* * * * *

(e) Within a reasonable period of time 
after the receipt of an application for an 
exemption under this section, the Di
rector shall notify the applicant of his 
acceptance or nonacceptance of his ap
plication, and if not accepted, the reason 
therefor. The Director need not accept 
an application for filing if any of the 
requirements prescribed in paragraph
(c) or requested pursuant to paragraph
(d) is lacking or is not set forth as to be 
readily understood. If the applicant de
sires, he may amend the application to 
meet the requirements of paragraph (c) 
and (d) of this section. If the applica
tion is accepted for filing, the Director 
shall issue and publish in the F ederal 
R egister his order on the application, 
which shall include a reference to the 
legal authority under which the order is 
based. This order shall specify the date 
on which it shall take effect. The Di
rector shall permit any interested person 
to file written comments on or objections 
to the order within 60 days of the date 
of publication of his order in the F ed
eral R egister . If any such comments or 
objections raise significant issues regard
ing any finding of fact or conclusion of 
law upon which the order is based, the 
Director shall immediately suspend the 
effectiveness of the order until he may 
reconsider the application in light of the 
comments and objections filed. There
after, the Director shall reinstate, re
voke, or amend his original order as he 
determines appropriate.

* * * * *

PART 316— ADMINISTRATIVE FUNC
TIONS, PRACTICES, AND PRO
CEDURES
8. By amending § 316.42(f) to read as 

follows:
§ 316.42 Definitions.

* * * * *
(f ) The term “presiding officer” means 

an administrative law judge qualified 
and appointed as provided in the Ad
ministrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 
556).

* * • • •

Effective date. This order is effective 
upon the date of its publication in the 
F ederal R egister (1-4-73) . Any inter
ested person may file written comments 
on or objections to any part of this order 
within 60 days of the date of publication 
of this order. If any comment or objec
tion raises a significant issue regarding 
any finding of fact or conclusion of law 
upon which this order is based, the Di
rector shall immediately suspend the ef
fectiveness of the order until he may 
reconsider the application in light of the 
comments and objections filed. There
after, the Director shall reinstate, re
voke, or suspend, the Director shall re
instate, revoke, or amend this order as 
he determines appropriate. Comments 
and objections should be submitted in 
quintriplicate to the Hearing Clerk, Of
fice of Chief Counsel, Bureau of Nar
cotics and Dangerous Drugs, Department 
of Justice, Room 611, 1405 I Street NW„ 
Washington, DC 20537.

Dated: December 22, 1972.
Jo h n  E. I ngersoll, 

Director, Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs.

[PR Doc.73-17 Filed 1 -3-73;8 :45 am]

PART 308— SCHEDULES OF CON
TROLLED SUBSTANCES

Excluded Nonnarcotic Substances
A notice was published in the F ederal 

R egister of November 3, 1972 (37 FR 
23436) proposing that a product, Rynal, 
containing a nonnarcotic controlled sub
stance (methamphetamine) be excluded 
from all schedules pursuant to section 
201(g)(1) of the Controlled Substances 
Act (21 U.S.C. 811(g)(1)) and § 308.21 
of Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regu
lations. No comments were filed regard
ing this proposal.

The Director hereby finds, based on 
information provided by the Food and 
Drug Administration, that Rynal may 
lawfully be sold over-the-counter with
out a prescription under the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 
301) and must be excluded from all 
schedules of the Controlled Substances 
Act.

Therefore, under the authority vested 
in the Attorney General by sections 
201(g)(1) and 501(b) of the Compre
hensive Drug Abuse Prevention and 
Control Act of 1970 (21 U.S.C. 811(g) (1) 
and 871(b)) and delegated to the Di
rector of the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs by § 0.100 of Title 28 
of the Code of Federal Regulations, the 
Director hereby orders that Part 308 of 
Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regula
tions be amended as follows:

By amending § 308.22 by adding the 
following product:
§ 308.22 Excluded substances.

* * * * *
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Trade name 
or other 

designation'
Composition

Manu
facturer 

or supplier

* * * * * * * ♦ *
Rynal............ Solution for Spray: dl- 

Desoxyephedrine HC1 
0.22%; antipyrine 
0.28%; pyrilamine 
maleate 0.01%; methyl 
dodecylbenzyltri- 
methyl ammonium 
chloride 0.02%; glyc- 

-  erine dehydrated 1.50%.

Blaine Co.

* * * * * * * * *

Effective date. This order is effective 
upon the date of its publication in the 
F ederal R egister (1-4-72).

Dated: December 22, 1972.
John E. I ngersoll, 

Director, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs.

[FR Doc.73-18 Filed 1-3-73:8 :45 am]

Title 25— INDIANS
Chapter I— Bureau of Indian Affairs, 

Department of the Interior
SUBCHAPTER U— ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM

PART 233— SAN CARLOS INDIAN 
IRRIGATION PROJECT, ARIZONA

from the service entrance to the meter 
base and from the meter base to the 
main line circuit breaker or distribution 
center. The meter -will be furnished by 
the United States. The meter socket will 
be furnished and installed by the con
sumer and in a suitable location, prefer
ably on the outside of the building, or 
service -pole, where the meter will, be 
accessible to the meter reader at all 
times. The meter socket shall not be more 
than 7 feet nor less than 5 feet above the 
ground or floor. The entire service in
stallation must be satisfactory to the 
project engineer and must conform to 
the provisions then in force of the Na
tional Electrical Code of the National 
Board of Fire Underwriters for Electric 
Wiring and Apparatus. When alterations 
of a consumer’s premises make it neces
sary to move an existing meter loop, the 
consumer may be required to install a 
meter socket in the new loop, located in 
conformity with the stipulations of this 
section. When an inspection is required 
by municipal ordinance, the project en
gineer shall require a certificate of in
spection and approval by the municipal 
inspector before connecting a new 
service.

John O. Crow , 
Deputy Commissioner.

[FR Doc.73-140 Filed 1-3-73:8 :45 am]

notice of proposed rule making is changed 
by revising the first sentence thereof to 
read as set forth below.

P ar. 3. Paragraph (a) of § 1.1502-26 
as set forth in paragraph 11 of the notice 
of proposed rule making is changed by 
revising the last sentence thereof to read 
as set forth below.

Par. 5. Paragraph (b) of § 1.1502-42 
in paragraph 13 of the notice of proposed 
rule making is changed by deleting para
graph (d)(10), by redesignating para
graph (d) (11) as paragraph (d) (10), by 
revising the last sentence of paragraph 
(f)(2 ), and by revising paragraph (g). 
The section as amended reads as set 
forth below.

P ar. 5. Paragraph (b) of' § 1.1502.42 
as set forth in paragraph 15 of the notice 
of proposed rule making is changed to 
read as set forth below.
(Secs. 1502, 7805, Internal Revenue Code of 
1954, 68A Stat. 367, 917; 26 U.S.C. 1502, 7805)

[ seal] Johnnie M. W alters, 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Approved: December 29, 1972.
F rederic W . H ickman,

Assistant Secretary 
of the Treasury.

Paragraph 1. Section 1.1502—1(f) (2> is 
amended to read as follows:

Service Connections
The authority to issue regulations is 

vested in the Secretary of the Interior by 
5 U.S.C. 301 and sections 463 and 465 
of the Revised Statutes (25 U.S.C. 2 and 
9).

A notice of proposed rule making was 
published on page 19634 of the Septem
ber 21, 1972, F ederal R egister (37 FR 
19634) to amend § 233.10 of Part 233, 
Subchapter U, Chapter I, of Title 25 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations. The 
purpose of this amendment is to elimi
nate the need for the project to furnish 
a meter socket or meter base to con
sumers. The items are now standardized 
and, a,s a general practice in the electric 
utility industry, the consumer furnishes 
a complete meter loop. The regulations 
were proposed pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 301 
(1970 ad.), section 5 of the Act of June 7, 
1924 (43 Stat. 475-476), and the Act of 
March 7, 1928 (45 Stat. 210).

Interested persons were given 30 days 
in which to submit written comments, 
suggestions, or objections regarding the 
proposed regulations. No objections have 
been received and the proposed regula
tions are hereby adopted without change 
and are set forth below.

The revised 25 CFR 233.10 shall be
come effective February 5, 1973.

Charles G. Emley, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

the Interior.
D ecember 26, 1972.

§ 233.10 Service connections.
On each new service the consumer 

shall provide and maintain a service en
trance at a location convenient to the 
lines of the project, and all connections

Title 26— INTERNAL REVENUE
Chapter I— Internal Revenue Service, 

Department of the Treasury 
SUBCHAPTER A— INCOME TAX 

[T.D. 7246]

PART 1— INCOME TAX; TAXABLE
YEARS BEGINNING AFTER DECEM
BER 31,1953

Consolidated Returns
On August 25, 1971, a notice of pro

posed rule making to amend the Income 
Tax Regulations (26 CFR Part 1) under 
section 1502 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954, relating to consolidated re
turns, was published in the F ederal R eg
ister (36 FR 16661). After considera
tion of all such relevant matter as was 
presented by interested persons regard
ing the rules proposed, the amendment 
of the regulations as proposed is hereby 
adopted, subject to the changes set forth 
below:

P aragraph 1. Section 1.1502-12(g) as 
set forth in paragraph 4 of the notice of 
proposed rule making is changed as set 
forth below.

Par. 1A. Paragraph (f) (2) (i) of § 1.- 
1502-13 as set forth in paragraph 5 of the 
notice of proposed rule making is changed 
by revising the last sentence thereof and 
by adding two sentences at the end 
thereof, to read as set forth below.

P ar. IB. Paragraph (a) (3) of § 1.- 
1502-15 as set forth in paragraph 7 of 
the notice of proposed rule making is 
changed to read as set forth below.

Par. 2. Paragraph (a) (6) of § 1.1502- 
19 as set forth in paragraph 9 of the

§ 1.1502—1 Definitions.
* * * * *

(f) S e p a r a t e  return limitation 
year. * * *

(2) Exceptions. The term “separate 
return limitation year” shall not 
include—

(1) A separate return year of the cor
poration which is the common parent for 
the consolidated return year to which the 
tax attribute is to be carried (except as 
provided in § 1.1502—75(d) (2) (ii) and 
subparagraph (3) of this paragraph),

(ii) A separate return year of any 
corporation which was a member of the 
group for each day of such year, or

(iii) A separate return year of a pred
ecessor of any member if such predeces
sor was a member of the group for eac 
day of such year,
provided that an election under section 
1562(a) (relating to the privilege to 
elect multiple surtax exemptions) was 
never effective (or is no longer effec 
as a result of a termination of such 
election) for such year. An election un 
der section 1562(a) which is effective 
for a taxable year beginning in 1963 ana 
ending in 1964 shall be disregarded.

* ♦ * * *
Par. 2. Section 1.1502-3 is amended 

by revising paragraph (a) (3) an 
to read as follows:
§ 1.1502-3 Consolidated investment 

credit.
(a) Determination of amount of con

solidated credit. * * * .. , on(3) Consolidated limitation based an 
amount of tax. (i) N ot^ tan d m etM  
amount of the consolidated lidated 
for the taxable year, the cons
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